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PROBABILITIES OVER RICH LANGUAGES,
TESTING AND RANDOMNESS

HAIM

GAIFMAN
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SNIR1

?0. Introduction.The basic concept underlying probability theory and statistics
is a function assigning numerical values (probabilities) to events. An "event" in
this context is any conceivable state of affairs including the so-called "empty
event"-an a priori impossible state. Informally, events are described in everyday
language (e.g. "by playing this strategy I shall win $1000 before going broke").
But in the current mathematical framework (firstproposed by Kolmogoroff [Ko 1])
they are identified with subsets of some all-inclusive set ?2.The family of all events
constitutes a field, or a-field, and the logical connectives 'and', 'or' and 'not' are
translated into the set-theoretical operations of intersection, union and complementation. The points of ? can be regarded as possible worlds and an event as the
set of all worlds in which it takes place. The concept of a field of sets is wide enough
to accommodate all cases and to allow for a general abstract foundation of the
theory. On the other hand it does not reflect distinctions that arise out of the
linguistic structure which goes into the description of our events. Since events are
always described in some language they can be indentified with the sentences that
describe them and the probability function can be regarded as an assignment of
values to sentences. The extensive accumulated knowledge concerning formal
languages makes such a project feasible. The study of probability functions defined
over the sentences of a rich enough formal language yields interesting insights in
more than one direction.
Our present approach is not an alternative to the accepted Kolmogoroff axiomatics. In fact, given some formal language L, we can consider a rich enough set,
say ?. of models for L (called also in this work "worlds") and we can associate
with every sentence the set of all worlds in ? in which the sentence is true. Thus
our probabilities can be considered also as measures over some field of sets. But
the introduction of the language adds mathematical structure and makes for distinctions expressing basic intuitions that cannot be otherwise expressed. As an
example we mention here the concept of a randomsequence or, more generally, a
random world, or a world which is typical to a certain probability distribution.
Historically, the concept of a random sequence goes back to von-Mises who
attempted to found probability theory on it. Intuitively, a random infinite binary
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sequence is one which can be considered as a typical outcome of an ideal experiment
of independent coin tossings, with probability a to each side. There is a long history
of proposed definitions and the subject has had a revival in the last fifteen years
starting with the works of Kolmogoroff [Ko 2] and Martin-Lof [ML]. As it turns
out, random sequences are those which exhibit phenomena whose probability is 1.
(For example, we know that with probability 1 the relative frequency of O'sshould
be, in the limit, i; hence a random sequence should have this property.) In all
proposals randomness is defined as the satisfaction of a certain class of properties
that have probability 1. The differences arise out of choosing different classes. Now
these properties, or laws, are expressible by sentences of our language, L. A notion
of randomnessis nothing other than the satisfaction of all sentences of probability
1 which belong to a certain class 0. By increasing 0 we get, in general, a stronger
notion (this is made precise in terms of serveral theorems in ?5) and thus we get a
whole scale of randomness notions. Of course 0 should not be arbitrarilychosen.
It should represent a certain natural level of sentence complexity-natural from
the point of view of logic or from that of probability theory or statistics. Definitions
proposed by Martin-Lof [ML] and Schnorr [Sc] are analysed in ?5 and shown to
arise out of such choices of 0.
We get a general framework for analysing and comparing various notions of
randomness and we also gain generality on the following two counts: (i) The
randomness notions apply with respect to any arbitraryprobability, not necessarily
a Bernoulli distribution. (ii) The entities in question need not be binary sequences.
We get a general notion of a random world, i.e., a world which is typical for a
certain probability distribution. The exact nature of our "worlds" is determined by
the predicates available in our language. For example, they can be sequences of
natural numbers, or continuous functions from reals into reals, or continuous paths
in a k-dimensional space, etc. We can define, for instance, what it means for a
particular path in a 3-dimensional space to be a "random", i.e., typical, Brownian
motion, or for a sequence of reals to be a typical outcome of a certain Markov
process. Some theorems stated for random binary sequences (for the symmetric
coin tossing case) turn out to have a much wider validity. Sometimes the generalization is obvious (Martin-LUf's universal test, which is true for all recursive probabilities and worlds of arbitrary nature). Sometimes it is far from obvious and
necessitates a completely new proof (Schnorr's result that his notion is actually
weaker than Martin-Iof's, it is true for a very wide class of recursive probabilities).
The term 'random' is apt in the symmetric coin tossing case, but is somewhat
misleading for arbitrary probabilities. For the probability may be such that a
world which is typical with respect to it is not at all, intuitively speaking, random.
In an earlier draft we used the term "possible world" (the idea being that a world
is "impossible" to the extent that it satisfies sentences of probability 0, so possibility means the satisfaction of sentences of probability 1). But since "random"
is already current for the Bernoulli case we prefer it in order not to multiply the
terminology; (this accords well with another misleading conventional term viz.,
'random variable'-which in fact is a function that may be as nonrandom as you
like).
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Another concept discussed in ?5 is that of randomnesswith respect to a family
of probability distributions; for example, a Bernoulli-random binary sequence is
one which can be regarded as a typical outcome of some coin tossing experiment,
where the probability of each side is left unspecified. Here randomness means that
there exists a probability in the family with respect to which the world is random.
We have in mind natural families, such as all Bernoulli distributions, or all Markov
processes (with, say, a given fixed set of states). Since the notion of a random world
is well defined with respect to each particular probability, the notion of a world
random with respect to the family is thereby uniquely determined. The problem
is to find whether this notion can be characterizedby means of a set of sentences of
L and, if so, to get a characterizing set which is relatively simple. Some partial
results are presented in ?5 (without proofs) concerning the special case of Bernoulli
distributions. On the whole this area is wide open.
The language L to be used in this work is obtained by adding to a purely mathematical language Lo an empirical part consisting of finitely many so-called empirical
predicates and/or empirical function symbols. Lo is some language of first-order
arithmetic. It has variables that can be quantified, ranging over N (the set of
natural numbers) names for members of N. for addition and multiplication and,
possibly, for finitely many other fixed relations (or functions) over N. All worlds
(or models) have N as their common domain and share the same interpretation of
the symbols of Lo. The relations and functions over N that correspond to the
empirical symbols are not fixed and each choice determines a particular world.
We do not need in this work empirical objects for they can be represented,through
the empirical predicates, by numbers; e.g., P(v) can be read as asserting that the
vth object (in some presupposed enumeration) is red, or that the vth toss yields
heads. An empirical monadic predicate representsin each world a binary sequence
(where the nth member is 0 or 1 according as P(n) holds or not). Such empirical
binary sequences can be also represented by an empirical function symbol, say f,
provided that we consider only worlds satisfying Vv(f(v) = 0 v f(v) = 1). In this
case the sentence is regardedas an axiom and its probability should be 1. There is
a recursive encoding of worlds into binary sequences; hence, for many purposes,
it suffices to treat of empirical binary sequences. But in order to represent the
intended structure as clearly as possible one should treat of various empirical
symbols rather than a single monadic predicate into which everything is encoded.
(Just so, one considers a real-valued discrete Markov process as a distribution over
sequences of reals, not over the encoding binary sequences.) Also, the encoding
may affect the notion of randomness, for the translation that goes with it may take
us out of the underlying class of sentences. (In this work it does not happen, for
sentences are mainly classified according to quantifierdepth. But it may arise when
finer classifications are used.) To see how various entities can be naturally represented as worlds within our framework, note that, by standard techniques, integers
and rationals can be fully treated within Lo; if necessary one can add their names
and variables ranging over them. Now an empirical sequence of real numbers is
representable by a 2-place predicate R(u, v), where v ranges over rationals and
R(u, v) asserts that the uth member is < v. Continuous functions from reals into
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reals can be represented by a 2-place predicate, where both variables range over
the rationals and R(vl, v2) asserts that the function's value for v1 is < v2; hence,
continuous paths in a k-dimensional space can be naturally represented by k
binary empiricalpredicates. (Of course, certain sentences are to be added as axioms,
e.g., Vu, V1, V2 (R(u, v1) A v1 < V2-+ R(u, V2)).)
Besides randomness, various other aspects of the theory of probabilities over
L are treated. The motivation for this mathematical treatment is due to basic
well-known philosophical questions concerning subjective probability. A probability over L represents a certain a priori point of view. When evidence is gathered
this point of view changes. Instead of the initial probability we have the conditional
probability, given the collected knowledge. A testing procedure, as defined in ?2,
is a function which, given what is known, picks up the sentence to be tested next.
Usually the testing is of relatively simple sentences-atomic empirical sentences,
or sentences of a particular form, whereas the hypothesis (the sentence to be
confirmed or disconfirmed) is more complex. If the initial probability of an actually true hypothesis is not zero then its conditional probability, as the evidence
increases,may tend to 1, meaning that, in the long run, we become convinced of its
truth. Under certain general conditions this will happen with probability 1. But
if the initial value is 0 it stays so. Assigning value 0 to consistent sentences represents a certain dogmatism. For it amounts to an a priori commitment that no
evidence can alter (unless we change our initial probability distribution). Two
probability functions are compatibleif they are equally dogmatic, i.e., they assign
the value 0 to the same sentences. (This definition is good for probabilities that
are definable in Lo; for arbitrary probabilities a somewhat stronger condition is
postulated, cf. ?1.) Under certain general conditions two compatible initial distributions will, with probability 1, approach each other as the evidence grows.
(Theorems 2.1, 2.2 and 2.4 are precise mathematical formulations of this fact.)
Thus empirical evidence will bring together any two points of view provided that
they are not dogmatic with respect to each other.
Probability functions are determined by the values assigned to the sentential
combinations of atomic empirical sentences (what we call elementary sentences).
They are classified according to the difficulty of definingthese values (e.g., a probability is called recursive if its restriction to elementary sentences is recursive). It
turns out that in order to get less dogmatic probabilities (i.e., probabilities which
assign positive values to consistent sentences in wider classes) the complexity of
the function must increase. This is precisely expressed in Theorems 3.12, 3.14 and
Corollary 3.13. For definable probabilities one can always decrease dogmatism at
the cost of increasing the complexity.
Note that the richness of L enables one to formulate in it many hypotheses, for
example, the hypothesis that a world, say a binary sequence, is random with respect
to some given definable probability (where "random" is taken in any of the natural
senses given in ?5), in particular that a given empirical binary sequence is random
with respect to a Bernoulli distribution (with, say, p = J). On the other hand we
can formulate in L "deterministic" hypotheses, e.g. that the binary sequence is
recursive,or primitive recursive,or producible by a certain type of Turing machine.
Thus, our frameworkcan serve as an explication, or as a model, of a Bayesian point
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of view. It shows that, at least as far as mathematics is concerned, such a point of
view is tenable.
We should also like to point out that through the generalizing of randomness
notions such as Martin-1,of's and Schnorr's, this work is also related to the algorithmic approach developed by Chaitin, Levine and others. (We apologize for
not mentioning all to whom credit is due. For a survey and a bibliography up to
1977 cf. [Ch].)
The classification used by us is mainly according to quantifier depth. It is intended to give an all-around view. But we feel that the more interesting problems
may arise with a finer classification, within the domain of recursive probabilities
and restricted types of hypotheses. Phenomena such as the relation between being
nondogmatic and being complex may repeat themselves on a finer scale.
By its nature the subject is on the border line of logic and probability (with
possible ramifications to the theory of algorithms). It is also motivated by philosophical questions concerning subjective probability, induction and Carnap's
work. Aiming at a mixed audience, we have presented the proofs with somewhat
greaterdetail than we would have done otherwise. We also quoted, when necessary,
basic facts both from probability and from logic.
?1 presents the basic framework. ?2 presents the material concerning collected
evidence and testing methods. It is not presupposed in any of the later sections.
From ?3 on we treat of definable probabilities. The results up to and including
Theorem 3.3 are basic and are used throughout the rest of the work. Questions
concerning absolute continuity and the assignment of nonzero values to consistent
sentences are treated in the rest of ?3. This forms a separate part not needed for
later sections. All questions concerning randomness are treated in ?5. The material
of ?4 is used to derive some of the theorems of ?5, but it can be skipped if the
reader is prepared to accept the statements without detailed proofs. By and large,
differentitems in this work can be read independently.
The first to set up a program of defining probabilities on formalized sentences
was Carnap [Ca 1], [Ca 2], though the approach is implicit in earlier works in this
domain, e.g., [Ra], [Koo], [Ho], to cite only a few examples out of a long list.
(For a bibliography and comments concerning the Bayesian approach cf. [Sa].)
Carnap considered only a fragment of a language: a countable list of individual
names, finitely many monadic predicates and no quantifiers. Also his probabilities
were assumed to be symmetric and this was extremely restrictive.The idea of using
a full-fledged first order language and arbitrary probabilities was introduced by
Gaifman [Ga 1], [Ga 2]. A variant of this idea was later suggested by Los [Lo]
(cf. Fenstad's paper [Fe]). Gaifman's work was extended considerablyby Scott and
Krauss [S-K].
We thank Fenstad for calling our attention to the work of Hajek and Havranek
[H-H] which was unavailable to us when we wrote the paper and which aims,
among the rest, at formalizing the Neyman-Pearson theory of testing. Hajek and
Havranek use a certain formal setup for describing empirical data and another one
for stating statistical hypotheses (such as that X and Y are independent random
variables, or that X is normally distributed). The essential difference is that we
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employ an a priori probability defined on one language, in which both data and
hypotheses are described. This is indeed the whole point of our Bayesian approach.
Statistical hypotheses are to be translated in our framework into statements concerning randomness. Thus "X is normally distributed" is to be converted into
something of the form: "Our world is random with respect to the family of normal
distributions", where "random" can be explicated in more than one way. To
avoid further lengthening of an overlong paper, we have not gone into the aspects
of such translations. Another manuscript concerning randomness is planned to
take care of it.
?1. The basic framework. Let N = set of natural numbers = {0, 1, 2, .
Lo has names for the
members of N. symbols for addition and multiplication and, possibly, finitely
many additional relations and/or function symbols which denote certain fixed
relations and functions over N. It has variables that take values in N. quantifiers
'
exists v') and sentential connectives ( -not',
all v', 3v -'there
(Vv -'for

n. ... }. Let Lo be a first order language for arithmetic.

etc.). We use \W/ and /A for finite disjunctions and conjunctions, u,
v -'or',
v. ... are used for finite strings of variables and, if v = v0, . . ., v,,-, then 3v and
Vv are, respectively, 3vo3v1 *- 3v"_- and Vv0vv1 ... Vv,,1.
Let L be obtained by adding to Lo finitely many predicates and/or function
symbols, referred to, jointly, as empirical symbols and, separately, as empirical

predicates and empirical function symbols.
A modelfor L consists of an interpretation of the empirical symbols; it is an
assignment which correlates with every empirical k-place predicate a subset of
Nk and with every empirical k-ary function symbol a function from Nk into N.
The symbols of Lo are interpreted in the same standard way in all models.
ModL is the set of all models for L. We shall refer to models as "worlds".
The intuitive idea is that pure mathematics is the same but that empirical properties can turn out differently in different worlds; e.g., if P(v) asserts that the
vth toss yields heads, then there will be worlds in which P(13) is true and worlds
in which it is false.
We use 'n', 'mi', ... ambiguously for natural numbers and also for their numerals
(names in Lo) and 'n', 'm', ... for finite strings of the form no, ..., nk-1 Similarly
'='
'+', '*', '?',
are used ambiguously ('?< ' can be introduced either as a predicate in Lo. or as a shorthand for the definition 3x(vl + x = v2)). When writing
5D(Vog... Vkl1) we usually assume that all its free variables are among v0, ....
Vkl1. (p(no, . . ., nk-1) is the sentence obtained by replacing every free occurrence
of vi by ni.
'w 1= rp' means that the sentence ep is true in the world w. A formula
is said to be valid if wI= Dp(no,..., nk-1) for all w E ModL and
D(VO9. . ., v.i)
all no, . .., nk-1; we denote this by I=5p.Two formulas p, sbare equivalentif k=-D4-*
or l=-5p.
Evidently, if (p is a sentence in Lo then either k=5Dp
on L is a nonnegative real-valued function Pr,
defined for the sentences of L, such that the following conditions hold:
(1.1) (i) If I==q4-* 4 then Pr(sp) = Pr(b).
(1.1) (ii) If I==qthen Pr(sp) = 1.
DEFINITION 1.1. A probability
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(1.1) (iii) If
(1.1)

--(q)

A

b) then Pr(Q V b) = Pr(Q) + Pr(b).

(iv)

Pr(3vqo(v)) = Sup{Pr(p(n1) V

V 5p(nk)):

...

nl,...,nkeN,

k = 1, 2 ...}.

The conditional probability of (o given b, denoted Pr(solb), is defined as
Pr(spA 0b)/Pr(b).It is a function of two arguments defined for all (Qn,0b)such that
Pr(b) > 0.

(1.1)(i) means that Pr depends only on the equivalence class of the sentence
and (1. 1)(ii) and (1. 1)(iii) corr spond to the requirements of a normalized finitely
additive measure. W
suppose all their elementary consequences such as
=> Pr(qD)< Pr(ob), etc. On the sentences of Lo, Pr
Pr(--1) = 1 - Pr(Qp),I=sD)
assumes the values 1 and 0, 1- for true sentences, 0- for false ones.
Given the first 3 requirements, (1.1)(iv) is equivalent to
Pr(3vq)(v))= lim Pr(W (l(i))
n-oo

i<n

(as well as to
Pr(Vvq)(v))= lim Pr(/A (l(i))).
i<n

n-co

Note, however, that (1.1)(iv) is also meaningful in the more general case where
N is replaced by an uncountable domain. We shall remark on this possibility
at the end of this section. (Originally a condition of the form (1. 1)(iv) had appeared
in [Ga 1] and was later referred to in [S-K] as Gaifman's condition.) It is easily
seen that if v = v0, ...,

Vml-,

then

Pr(3vq)(v)) = Sup{Pr(q)(no)V
no,

...

V
nk-

(nk*1)):
ENm,

k=

1, 2, ...

A similar equality holds for Vvq)(v).
Pr is uniquely determined by its values for quantifier-free sentences. The proof
of this is by induction on the number of alternating blocks of quantifiers for
sentences in prenex normal form using the fact that, up to logical equivalence,
each level of the hierarchy is closed under conjunctions and disjunctions. Here
the hierarchy is the natural extension of the arithmetic hierarchy to L:
A 2o(L)-formula (and also a flo(L)-formula)is one in which all quantifiers are
bounded. By a bounded quantifier, we mean one of the forms 3v < t or Vv < t,
where t is either a numeral or a variable (and where '3v < t(.. .)', 'Vv < t(...)'
stand for '3v(v < t A ...)',
'Vv(v < t -- ...)', respectively). A formula ql is
2?(L), also denoted 'ep
en 2?(L)', if it has the form 3v1Vv2...*b where 0bE Co(L)

and the prefix consists of n alternating quantifiers. A 14"(L)-formulais defined
dually. For our purposes the difference between equivalent formulas can be
disregarded. When doing so we shall speak of 'conditions'; thus a 2"(L)-condition
is any formula which is equivalent to a 2"(L)-formula. A Jn(L)-condition is
one which is both Tn(L)and 14n(L).(But 'condition' is also used to refer to what
the formula expresses, e.g., 3vP(v) is a 2l(L)-condition on P.) A 2?(L0)-formula
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(1I"(Lo)-formula,A"(Lo)-condition) is a formula of Lo which is 2"(L) (JI"(L),
J4(L)). For Lo we get the usual arithmetic hierarchy. We presuppose all elementary
facts concerning this hierarchy, such as that each level is closed, up to logical
equivalence, under conjunctions, disjunctions and bounded quantification (e.g.,
V
( /),(p A (b, 3v < t ( and Vv < t ( are equivalent to T"(L)
(p, (0,bE (L)=
formulas, etc.), or that by applying negation we pass from T"(L)to II"(L) and
vice versa. We recall also that all recursive relations are definable by 41(Lo)
conditions and that, the converse is also true, provided that the predicates and
function symbols in Lo name recursive entities. In addition to this we use the
following classification:
An atomic empiricalformula is one of the form R(to ..., tk-1) orf(to, *,
1)
tk where R and f are empirical symbols and each ti is either a numeral or a
variable. A basic empirical formula is either an atomic empirical formula or
a negation of one. An elementary empirical formula or, for short, elementary
formula, is a sentential combination of atomic empirical formulas.
-

BASIC FACT 1.1. Every probability on L is uniquely determined by its values on
the conjunctionsof basic empirical sentences, a fortiori by its values on elementary
sentences.
PROOF.An elementary sentence 0bis equivalent to \Y/i<n(i where each Oi is a
conjunction of basic empirical sentences and l-- (bi A 0bj)for i k- j. Hence
Pr(b) = Ei<nPr(bi). Sentences in Lo are either true or false, hence a sentential
combination of Lo-sentences and elementary sentences is equivalent to an elementary sentence and its probability is uniquely determined. Given a Co(L)sentence, keep replacing subformulas of the forms 3v < n (qv), Vv < n p(v) by
\Yi<nc(pi)and ,k<n~0(i), respectively, until all quantifiers are eliminated. The
resulting sentence can now be rewritten equivalently either in the form 3v(P(v),
or in the form Vvob(v),where (p, 0bare quantifier-free and all function symbols
occur only in the formf(to, . . ., tn-1) = tn, where each t1 is a variable or a numeral
(e.g., rewrite R(f1(f2(n), m), f3(nl, n2), f2(m)) either as
3v1, V2, V3, V4[o(V1,V2, V3, V4) A R(V2, V3, V4)]

or as
VV1, V2, V3, V4[o(V1,V2,V3, V4) -- R(V2, V3, V4)]

where
a

=

[f2(n)

=

v1 A

f1(v1, m) = v2 A f3(nl, n2) = V3A f2(m)

The Pr-value for the disjunctions

(p(nl) v

...

=

V4D)

v (p(nk) is uniquely determined,

hence also for 3vp(v). Thus Pr is uniquely determined for 2o(L) sentences and
we proceed by induction on n to prove that it is uniquely determined on Tn(L) U
ffn(L). Q. E. D.
DEFINITION1.2. A probability Pr is definable if its restriction to elementary

sentences is definable by some formula of Lo.
In this definition we treat probabilities as real-valued functions of sentences,
where sentences are identified with their G6del numbers. A real-valued function
f is definable by a formula (pof Lo if for every argument m and every n the formula
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defines a rational number which approximatesf(m) with error < 1/n. (The formal
definition is given in ?3.) This is the natural generalization of the concept of a
recursivereal-valuedfunction (every recursivereal-valuedf has a 41(LO)-definition).
By standard techniques we can treat in Lo rational numbers (represent, say, positive
rationals as pairs of natural numbers, for negative numbers add some marker,
etc.). We can add, with no loss of generality, names for all rationals, variables
ranging over them and a predicate that distinguishes N from the rest of the rationals; every formula in this language is translated in the obvious way into our
original Lo.
A probability Pr, as a function over all sentences of L, can never be defined in
- Pr(cp)= 1, implying that from
Lo; because for sentences Cpof Lo we have D
Pr we get a truth definition for Lo. But Pr is uniquely determined by its restriction
to elementary sentences, and we use the complexity of this restriction as a measure
for the complexity of Pr. Thus in ?3 we shall classify the probabilities according
to the level in the arithmetic hierarchy at which the restriction is definable. For
example, a Bernoulli distribution over binary sequences is obtained by. taking a
monadic empirical predicate P and putting
Pr(A P(n,)

P(m))

A

= pk(l-

p),

i<I

for all consistent conjunctions of basic empirical sentences, where 0 < p < 1.
It is easily seen that if p is a recursive real then Pr is recursive, hence z1(Lo).
The level at which p is definable (if at all) is also the level of Pr. Usually the probabilities encountered in statistics are recursive and, a fortiori, definable. However,
one encounters certain natural families of probabilities (such as that of all Bernoulli
distributions) which contain nondefinable probabilities (e.g., take in our example
a nondefinable p). In ?5 it is shown why nondefinable probabilities have to be
taken into account.
BASICFACT 1.2. Let Pr0 be a real-valuedfunction definedfor the elementary
sentences and satisfying (1. 1)(i)-(1. 1)(iii). Then Pr0 is extendible to a probability
over L iff, for all empiricalfunction symbolsf and all n,
Sup {Pro(W(f(n) = j)): J c N, J-finite} = 1.
By Basic Fact 1.1 the extension is unique. If there are no empirical function symbols the condition is vacuously satisfied. That the condition is necessary is obvious
from l= 3v(f(n) = v). The other direction will be derivedfrom Caratheodory'sextension theorem for finitely additive measures. Since N is countable the supremum
is equal to limkPro(W,<k(f(n)= j)), but in the more general form the claim is true
for uncountable domains. The proof given here relies, however, on the countability
of N. First, we introduce some additional notation and topologize ModL:
If qpis a sentence in L the Mod((p) =Df {W E ModL: w= q}, if 0 is a set of sentences then Mod(P) = Df nfl ModQp). 0 is consistent if Mod(P) # 0. We
topologize ModL by taking as a base for the open sets all sets of the form Mod((p)
where qpis an elementary sentence. Then, for every elementary (p, Mod((p) is
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clopen, the open sets are of the form UgE Mod(cp)and the closed ones of the
form Mod(0), where 0 is a family of elementary sentences. If L has no empirical
function symbols then ModL is compact. [It suffices to show that for any family
0 of elementary sentences, if Mod(qY) # 0, for every finite O' cz 0 then Mod(0) #
0. Regard each atomic empirical sentence as a different sentential variable and,
by applying the compactness theorem for the sentential calculus, get an assignment of truth values which makes every sentence in 0 true. This assignment
determinesa world w such that w F=R(n)ifflR(n)has value 'True'; then w E Mod(0).]
If L has empirical function symbols ModL is not compact, for nieN(Mod(ft(n) #
i)) = 0 but every finite subset has a nonempty intersection. The family {Mod((p):
epa sentence in L} is a field, i.e. closed under complementation and finite unions.
We let M = a-field generated by this field (where a a-field is a field closed under
countable unions). By a probability over M we mean a v-additive normalized
measure defined over M.
BASIC FACT 1 . 3. Every probability Pr on L determines a uniqueprobability Pr*
on M such that Pr*(Mod((p)) = PrQp)for all sentences.
This fact also remains true in the case of uncountable domains. We prove 1.2
and 1.3 together:
Let Pro be as in 1.2. Put HO = {Mod(p): q elementary sentence} and let
Pr*(Mod(q)) = Pro(p). Since Pro satisfies (1.1)(i)-(1.1)(iii), Pr* is a well-defined,
finitely additive measure on 2O. By Caratheodory's theorem Pr* is extendible
to a v-additive measure on the generated v-field iff for all {A": n e N} cgo,
nflAn = 0 implies Pr*(fn<l Af) ok 0- If L has no empirical function symbols,
ModL is compact; nflA,=
0 implies that, for some k, nn<kA n = 0. Hence
the condition holds trivially. Since Mod(3v p(v)) = UnNMod((p(n)), the a-field
generated by go includes every Mod(cp), where so is a sentence of L, hence it is
X. (Here the countability of N is used.) Let Pr* be the a-additive measure on M
extending Pr*; put Pr(cp)= Df Pr*(mod(cp)).It is easily seen that Pr is a probability
on L (the a-additivity of Pr* and the fact that N is countable imply (1. 1)(iv)).
This argument also proves 1.3. If there are empirical function symbols let L
be the language obtained by replacing every k-ary empirical function symbol
f by a (k + I)-ary empirical predicate Rf. Every model w of L can be regarded
as a model for L by interpreting each Rf as {(n, m): w t= f(n) = ml. In this way
ModL can be identified with a subset X of ModL. It is easily seen that X consists
of all models that satisfy all the sentences 3 vRf(n, v) and Rf(n, m) A Rf(n, m')-+
m = m', where f is any empirical k-ary function symbol, n E Nk and m, m' E N.
Define Pro for the elementary sentences of L as follows: Given an elementary
sentence 0b of L let sb' be the sentence obtained by replacing every Rf(n, m) by
f(n) = m and let Pro(b) = DfPro(b'). As is easily seen Pro satisfies (1. 1)(i)-(. 1)(iii).
By the claim for languages without empirical function symbols, we get a probability Pr on L and a corresponding probability Pr* over 4 (the a-field generated
by {Mod(&): (p a sentence of L}).
Pr(Rf(n, m) A Rf(n, m') -- m = m')
= Pro(f(n) = m A f(n) = m' -m m =
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Also
Pr(3vRf(n, v)) = Sup{Pro(WEJRf(n,j)): J c N, J-finite}
= SupjPro(Wjejf(n) = j) = 1.
This implies that Pr*(X) = 1. Every A E X is a subset of X, and if we put Pr*(A)
-Df
Pr*(A) we get a probability over a which extends Pr*. Q.E.D
We shall always denote by 'Pr*' the probabilityover 2 determinedby Pr. Actually, we can identify the two and regard Pr as a probability over X. Note that a
consists of the Borel sets of ModL and that ModL is what is known as a Polish
space, i.e., a separable space that can be provided with a metric under which it
is complete. (Enumerate in one sequence all sentences R(n) and all terms f(n)
where R and f range over all empirical symbols. If w1, w2E ModL and w1 $ W2,
then for some i, the ith member of the sequence has, in w1 and w2,either different
truth values or different numerical values. Let k be the smallest i satisfying this
and put d(w1, w2) = (k + 1)-i.)
As is well known, Pr*(A) is equal to the infimum of Pr*(B), where B ranges
over all open sets containing A, as well as to the supremum of all Pr*(C), where
C ranges over closed subsets included in A.
Recall that a measure Pu2is absolutely continuous with respect to ,a1if for all
A's in our q-field ,i1(A) = 0 =:"u2(A) = 0. We therefore define:
If Pri, i = 1, 2, are probabilities over L then Pr2 is absolutely continuouswith
respect to Pr1 if Pr* is absolutely continuous with respect to .Pr*. We denote it
Pr2 -< Pr1. We say that Pr2 and Pr1 are compatible if Pr2 -< Pr1 and Pr1 -< Pr2.
Evidently Pr2 -< Pr1 implies that, for all sentences, Pr1j(p)= 0
Pr2Q(p)= 0.
As explained in the introduction this means that Pr2 is at least as dogmatic as
Pr1. Compatibility implies that they are equally dogmatic. In general, the condition that for every sentence ep, Pr(cp) = 0 O Pr2Ap) = 0 is weaker than Pr2 -<
Pr1. But it will be shown in ?3 that if Pri, i = 1, 2, are definable, then the two
conditions are equivalent. Thus, for definable probabilities, compatibility means
exactly the sharing of the same a priori commitments. Without assuming the
definability of the Pri we can characterize Pr2 -< Pr1 by the condition:
For every sequence qo, ql .. ., qn ... of elementarysentences, Pri(,Q<,p(pD) -n 0
implies Pr2(&i<.(1P)n 0.
(This follows from the fact that every Pr*(A) is the supremum of Pr*(B), where
B ranges over closed subsets of A.)
Another characterizationis:
For every sequenceof elementarysentences Infn Prl((p,,)= 0 impliesInfPr2((J) =
0.

(This condition evidently implies the previous one. That it is necessary follows
from standard measure theory.)
If T is a consistent set of sentences we say that Pr is a probability with respect
to the theory T if Pr((q)= 1 for all (p e T. The idea is that T is an empirical presupposed theory. For example assume a repeated experiment whose outcome, at
each repetition, is known a priori to be a natural number < m (e.g., the turning
of a roulette, m = 36). If f(n) is the nth outcome then T will contain the sentence
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Vv(f(v) < m). Other examples in which a background theory arises in a natural
way have been indicated in the introduction.
The framework can be generalized to uncountable domains as follows. Consider
an arbitrary countable mathematical language Lo with some fixed "standard"
model MO not necessarily countable. Expand Lo by adding to it names for all
members of MO, then add to it empirical symbols (whose interpretation is not
fixed). The probability is to be defined on the language obtained in this way. In
[Ga 2] Lo was taken as pure logic and MOas an arbitrary set. In [S-K] Scott and
instead
Krauss have shown that this framework works if we consider L1,,J,0,-logic
of the first-orderone. In the present paper Lo is a first-orderarithmetical language
and MOits standard model. We can go further and consider a second-order standard structure; for example, N and all its subsets, where Lo has variables ranging
over subsets of N and a formula v E u asserting that the number v is a member of
u. But then, in order for our Basic Fact 1.2 to continue to hold one should, in
general, change the definition of validity by including in ModL also some "nonstandard" models. For instance, in the case of second-order arithmetic just mentioned, we can take as ModL all the submodels of standard models whose domain
forms an elementary substructure of MO(with respect to Lo). When the domain
is uncountable, V is not v-generated by {Mod((p): (p-elementary}and requirement
(L.1)(iv) of the definition does not reduce to the u-additivity of the measure; thus,
not every v-additive measure on X is of the form Pr*. Our Basic Fact 1.2 leads,
for uncountable domains, to measures that do not arise in the standard measuretheoretic constructions. It is not clear to what extent such probabilities, in the
case, say, of second-order arithmetic, correspond to natural probabilities that
arise in probability theory and statistics. (A certain connection has been pointed
out by Scott and Krauss in [S-K].)
?2. Increasing evidence and testing procedures.The increase of empirical knowledge can be represented as a process in which the truth or falsity of an increasing
number of sentences becomes known. So imagine a sequence of sentences (PO,'Pi,
I (ng ... and suppose that at stage n we know a conjunction of the form
Avi<n ? (pi to be true, where + (piis either (pior its negation. At that stage we have,
? (qp)
instead of the initial probability, Pr, the conditional probability Pr(OIA~i<n
We shall investigage how the conditional probability behaves, as n increases.
we could have considered sequences
Instead of sequences (qo, (l, .., I(n,
X0, X1, . . ., X, . . . of sets in 4 (i.e., Borel subsets of ModL)and the behaviour of
Pr*(YIfl<n ? Xi), where +Xi is either Xi or its complement. The claims of this
section are general measure-theoreticand do not depend essentially on the linguistic
structure. (Theorem 2.1(I) is an immediate consequence of the properties of Polish
spaces and the martingale convergence theorem, and (II) is proved by general probabilistic techniques. To our knowledge it has not been stated before.) But the
formulation in terms of a language is extremely suggestive and bears directly on the
philosophical question of learning from experience. When an initial global point
of view is representedby a probability over a comprehensive language, the process
of learning is reflected in the conditional probability and the statements of this
section constitute answers, of a sort, to two questions: Are we sure that increasing
...,
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evidence will, in the long run, reveal the truth and that it will bring together initially
different points of view? These answers are not "absolute", but "inner answers",
like the law of large numbers. Philosophers who are acquainted with this law and
with its significance are, in general, unaware that by using more sophisticated
mathematics the same type of answers can be provided on a global scale, for a
whole language and for arbitrary probabilities. Later in ?5 the linguistic structure
becomes essential, when we consider definable probabilities, definable testing
procedures and tie the results of this section with the concept of randomness.
For every world w and every sentence cplet p(w)be either (por --( according as
w l= (p or not. If the accumulation of data is represented by the sequence (PO,
x, .. ., then, at the nth stage, the evidence in the world w is ,&<,(pw).
(Pic ..,
If 0bis some hypothesis then for its truth or falsity to be revealed in w in the long
run means that Pr(0jAi<,nqw))tends, as n -s o0, to 1 if w 1= 0b, to 0 otherwise.
One should think of the (pi'sas relatively simple sentences whose truth values can
be found by available testing methods, whereas 0bcannot be tested directly in this
way. In Carnap's framework these were taken as the atomic empirical sentences.
Here we do not fix any particular sequence of (pi's and the results are valid in
general. The basic property of the (pi's that we need here is that of separation.
It is defined as follows:
Say that a sentence qpseparates the two worlds wl, w2if it is true in one of them
and false in the other. A class ?) of sentences separates a set X of worlds if every
two different worlds in X are separated by some e 0. A class 0 is separating
if it separates ModL. This is the obvious correlate of the well-known notion of
separation by a family {Xi: i E I} of sets, or by a family {F1: i E I} of functions;
namely, the family separates a set X if for every two different x1, x2 E X there
exists i E I such that Xi contains one and not the other, or, in the case of functions, such that Fi(x1) k F;(x2). Evidently the class of all atomic empirical sentences is separating.
THEOREM2.1. Let {pi: i = 0, 1, ...} be separating. Let [0](w) be defined as
I if w F 0, as 0 otherwise. Then:
(I) For every 0, Pr(bI,/i<ncqp(w))
On [V](w) almost everywhere.
(II) If Pr, is compatiblewith Pr then
[SupsjPrj(01/Ai<n(P8if))- Pr(01/Ai<n(PW)I on 0

almost everywhere.
Here "almost everywhere"means that the statement in question is true for all
worlds belonging to some set of probability 1. We shall abbreviate it as "a.e.".
Note that in (II) "almost everywhere" is the same with respect to Pr as with
respect to Pr,, since the sets of probability 1 are the same for the two probabilities.
The supremum in (II) is taken over all 0bin the language. For each particular sb,
(I) implies that
IPrj(0bIA(qp)) - Pr(obl,\ qow))jOn 0,
i<n

i<n

but this is weaker than (II), because it does not imply a convergence uniform in 0b.
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(II) means that for every sequence 0b0, *., a n
q1(w)) -

[Pr1(ObI

i<n

.

.,

Pr(b*I, qW))] ?_ 0;
i<n

but the limit of Pr(Onl/Ai<n(PI(t))
need not exist. For example, let P be an empirical
monadic predicate and let si = cln= P(n). Then
[Pri(P(n)11AP(i)
i<n

(w)) -

Pr(P(n)1,AP(i)

(w))] -+ 0

i<n

but Pr(P(n)IAi<nP(i)(w))
need not tend to a limit; thus, if the evidence is P(i), for
all even i's < n and -iP(i), for all odd i's < n, then, for reasonable Pr's, it is to
be expected that the conditional probability will approach 1 or 0 according as n
is even or odd. (II) implies that no matter how the conditional probabilities behave
separately they will, with probability 1, come arbitrarily close as n -a 00. In other
words, with probability 1, two persons holding mutually nondogmatic initial
views will, in the long run, judge similarly. Still, one cannot without further assumptions give any estimate how long is "in the long run" (cf. [Ga 3] for a discussion of this point in connection with Goodman's puzzle). Also the convergence
is guaranteed with probability 1, where "probability" refers to the presupposed
prior. (I) and (II) form an "inner justification" but they do not constitute a
justification of the particular prior.
PROOFOFTHEOREM
2.1. (I) Recall that if F is an integrable function defined over
a probability space (Q, A, ,u) and if 9 is a a-field, 9 c A, then E(FI?9) is the
conditional expectation of F, given 9; this is a 9-measurable function such that
fAFdu = fAE(FI9)dfu for all A E 9.
Such a function exists by the Radon-Nikodym theorem and is determined
uniquely almost everywhere (i.e., every two functions satisfying the condition coincide a.e.). Recall also that if {B,: i E NJ is a partition of Q into mutually disjoint
sets and 9 is the a-field generated by it, then the 9-measurable functions are
those that are constant over each Bi. In this case SB. Fdu = E(FI9)(w) u(Bi), for
all w E Bi. For the case F = XA, where XA(W)is 1 or 0, according as w E A or not,
one gets
.

pu(A n Bi)

=

SB XAd/u = E(xAI)(w)

.,u(Bi),

for w E Bi.

Hence, if ,u(Bi) > 0, we have
E(xAI9)(W)

0 c c91 ' .
our M then E(FI-9)

If

c
n
-- Fa.e.

pU(An Bj)/j(Bj)

=

,

for all w E Bi.

where each _i is a o-field and Un9n generates

This is a version of Doob's martingale convergence theorem. (It is the only
form in which we shall use this theorem. For definition and details cf. [Br, chapter
5].) Another basic fact which we shall use is the following:
In a Polish space, a family of Borel sets which separates the set of all points
generates the a-field of all Borel sets (cf. [Chr]).
Now let Qn

=

field generated by {Mod(^p): i < n}. Then -n is a finite field

(hence a-field) generated by the partition whose members are the sets of the form
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is the member of the partition
Mod(&,A<"? so). For every w E Q, Mod(&,A<"nqw))
to which w belongs. Given a sentence 0bthe characteristicfunction of Mod(ob)is [sb].
> 0, then
It follows that if Pr(1At<,qpw))
E([0b]j_9)(w)= Pr(0bjI<,(pw)).
Since the union of all sets Mod(Ai<" ? (p) of probability 0, n = 0, 1, 2,
is of probability 0, the last equality holds a.e. Since {pin:i e N} separates 0,
U"9" generates X; hence E([0b]j_9)(w)-+ [0b](w)a.e. This implies (I).
(II) We shall use the following standard fact concerning conditional expectations:
Iff1 is 9-measurable then E(f1 f2I9) = f1 .E(f2j9) a.e. (cf. [Br, ?25.2]). Pr1 -< Pr
we have, by the Radon-Nikodym theorem, a nonnegative function g such that
Pr*(A) = fAg dPr* for all A e M and, as is well known, Jh dPrr = JhgdPr* for
every integrable function h. Let E( I) and E1( 1) be the conditional expectations
for the probabilities Pr* and Pr*, respectively. Then, with On as in (I), we have
Prl(0bA

i<n

qw))

-

Pr(ObIA sp(w)) = El([0b]9n)
i<n

-E([0]jn)

Consequently it suffices to find an upper bound of El([0b]j_9)- E([0b]j_9) which
is independent of 0band which converges to 0 as n -+ o0. Another basic fact is
El([(0]19n)* E(gljn) = E([O] * gjl9)

a.e.

(For, since El([0b]j_9)is U-9measurable, we have
El([0b]jn) .E(gjgn) = E((El([0b]kn).g)j_9) a.e.
For any A E n, the integral of this over A, with respect to Pr* turns out to
which is also the integral of the right-hand side.) Consequently
be JA[Ob]dPr*,
El([S0]9n) E([0b]jln) is equal to
(E(gIn))

1(E([0b] gkn)

-

E([0b]jn) E(gj4n)).

Since Pr* -< Pr*, we have g(w) > 0 a.e. Also E(gj_9)
suffices to show that
-(E([0]gjn)-E([0]jn)

E(gjn#

<

n

-+

g a.e. Therefore it

0 a.e.

where A" does not depend on b. Now put [sb]g = [sb]E(gj_9) + [0b](g- E(glj9)).
Applying E( 1G9") to both sides and using the fact that E(gj_9n)is Q-measurable,
we get
JE([0b].gWn)-

< E([0b].(g - E(gjl9))j 1Q9)< E(Ig - E(gj_9)j jj).
(Here we also used the linearity of E( I ) and the basic properties E(hl9)
< E(jhj 19) and h < h' => E(hl9) < E(h'19) a.e.) It suffices to show that
E(g - E(gjf2j)

1Q) "n0

a.e.
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If Jg2dPr*< ct, use the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality for conditional expecta= E(f2lj)
tions E2(f 9) < E(f2l9) (obtainable from 0 < E((f - E(f19))219)
- E2(f19)) and get
E(glj9n)l19n) < E((g

E2(lg-

-

= E(g2j_9)

E(gjn))21_n)

-

E2(gjO9)

0 a.e.

(because E(g2jn) -+ g2, E(glj9n) -+ g a.e.). If Jg2dPr* = oo let gk be the k-truncation of g, i.e., gk(w) = g(w) if g(w) < k and gk(W) = 0 otherwise. Then
Ig

-

E(g19)J

<
?gk

-

< Igk -

E(gkl-0)I

+ 1g

-

gk1 +

E(gkl9n)j

+ 1g

-

gk1 + E(jg

By the previous argument E(jgk

-

E(gkl-0)1

1jn)

= E(Igk -

E(g9k1ln)1 I9t).

-

E(glj9n)I

gk1 1-9).

0 a.e. Also

E(E(jg - ggk @g)I) = E(Ig - gk119)
1g - gkl a.e.
E(jg - gk1 1I9n)
Put 7/k,

-

IE(gkl-0)

and

Then

E(jg - E(g9,J)1 I?t") < Vk,n + 2E(Ig - gk1 jn) -n 2. Ig - gk a.e.
Since the left-hand side does not depend on k and for every w there exists k such
that g(w) - gk(w) = 0, the left-hand side tends to 0 a.e. Q.E.D.
As remarked before, the proof is valid in the general case where {Mod((p):
i E N} is replaced by an arbitrary separating family {Xi: i E N} of members of 4,
and where Mod(ck)is replaced by Y where Y ranges over -. Actually, the general
case is derivable from the theorem as stated, using the fact that given any countable family {Zi: i E N) of members of -, we can enlarge Lo by a mathematical
predicate so that in the enriched language we have a formula A(v)such that Zn =
Mod(2(n)) for all n. (This is done using well-known encoding techniques, by which
sequences of Borel sets are encoded into binary sequences.)
If Xe a is any set such that Pr*(X) = 1 and if {pi: i E N} separates X, then
we can carry out a proof of Theorem 2.1 in which ModL is replaced by X. (With
every sentence a we associate Mod'(a), defined as Mod(a) n X. Then {Mod'(pi):
i E N} separates X, hence it a-generates ', where a' is the a-field generated by all
Mod'(a) where a ranges over all atomic empirical sentences and where complementation is with respect to X. Since Pr*(X) = 1, the measure, say Pr**, induced
by Pr* on

'

satisfies Pr**(Mod'(a))

= Pr(a).)

Say that 0 is a.e. separating (with respect to a given probability) if it separates
a set of probability 1.
The observation just made proves
THEOREM2.1'. In Theorem 2.1 we can replace the condition that {qj: i eN}
is separatingby the conditionthat it is a.e. separating.
Testing procedures.Evidence need not be collected in a predeterminedorder. The
knowledge of the truth values of (po,..., Ypn-l may affect the choice of the next
sentence (pn to be examined. The procecure by which the choice is performed is
representableby a function t as follows. If (pis the sentence describing evidence so
far collected, then t(q) is the sentence to be tested next, after which testing, the
evidence will be either qpA t(p) or qpA --t(q).

This motivates the following

definition and notation:
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A testing procedure is a function t from sentences to sentences. t yields, for
every world w, a sequence of sentences (p(w,n) where (p(w,0) is the sentence 0 = 0.
q(w, n) = tQfi<.(P(w i)) if w satisfies this sentence, qp(w,n) = t-,
i<"s(w, i))
otherwise.
We associate with t the protocolfunction i defined by
1(w, n)

= /A\i<.p(w,

i).

Our definition of testing procedure is sufficiently wide to accommodate all
statistical testing practices. For example, consider a case of a test based on random
samplings. Say individuals are picked by lottery and are examined with respect to
having a certain property-named by the predicate P; e.g., 'P(x)' stands for 'x
approves of the president'spolicy'. For the sake of simplicity assume all individuals
to be arranged in a sequence 0, 1, . . ., n, . . . and that for each i a random device,
such as the outcome of a toss of a coin, determines whether i is included in the
sample. To reflect this situation we include in the language an empirical predicate
R such that R(i) is to read 'the ith toss yields a 'yes'.' Now consider the following
procedure:
(i) t(O = 0) = R(O).
(ii) Let sp be a conjunction of basic empirical sentences and let n be the largest
i occurring in it. Then t(p) = P(n), provided that R(n) occurs in sP as a conjunct
and neither P(n) nor -- P(n) occur in qo.In all other cases, t(p) = R(n + 1).
It is easily seen that this t is, in fact, the random sampling procedure. The
assumptions concerning the randomness of the choosing device are to be expressed
through the prior probability Pr.
A testing procedure t separates the worldsw1, W2 if there exists n such that t(wl, n)
+ t(w2, n). It separates a set X if it separates every two different worlds in X. It is
separating if it separates ModLand it is a.e. separating(with respect to some given
probability) if it separates a set of probability 1.
The information yielded in the world w by the first n testings of the prodedure t
is represented by t(w, n). The testing of a fixed sequence (po,cpl, . . ., (Pn .. . is a
special procedure such that t(O = 0) = epoand t(/,i,< ?(i) = (pn. Theorem 2.1'
generalizes to all testing procedures:
THEOREM
2.2. Let t be an a.e. separatingtestingprocedure. Then:
(I) For every 0, Pr(obli(w, n)) -+,, [0b](w)a.e.
(II) If Pr, is compatiblewith Pr then
Sup4lPr1(olbi(w, n))

Pr(c/li(w, n))J -l 0 a.e.

-

PROOF.We reduce the case of an arbitraryprocedure to that of a fixed sequence
of sentences. With every finite binary sequence s associate a sentence 's as follows:
U = (0 = 0), as^<x,= as A t(os) if x = 1,
as-<x>= as A -it(s) if x =0.

Obviously, for every world w, i(w, k)

w l= t(t(w, i

-

1)) or not, i = 1,
Ek =

O(,} (k (as

A

.. .,

t(s))

=

axl ..X.

where xi is I or 0 according as

k. (For k = 0, t(w, 0) = 0.) Put
=

=

0 A

t(=

sE foj lk
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For each k, every w determines unique s E {O, 1}k such that w k a. Consequently, w (Pk Wi= t((w, k)). Letting k = 0, . .., n - 1, we find that IA~k<,(t)
is equivalent to i(w, n) (where S(pw)is defined as in Theorem 2.1). Hence, in every
world, the information yielded by t is the same as that obtained by testing the fixed
... } is. Now
sequence Poo,...., (n, .... Also, t is a.e. separating iff {po,
apply Theorem 2.1'. Q.E.D.
Though, in principle, testing procedures are reducible to testing fixed sequences
of sentences, the notion of a testing procedure is much more convenient. For,
usually, the sentences of the fixed sequence will be complex and considerably less
transparent than those obtained by applying the procedure. Just so, the notion of
a game of many moves is very useful, though, in principle, it reduces to the onemove game in which each player chooses a strategy.
. ..,

Testing for partial knowledge. Testing procedures have been so far considered as
providing, in the limit, complete knowledge of the world. Consequently the values
Pr(obji(w,n)) could be used to test any sentence 0b. If, however, we are interested
only in a certain restricted type of information then we can use tests which are not
exhaustive. This in fact is the case in statistical testing. For example, one wishes to
estimate the limit frequency of a certain empirical predicate P, i.e., the limit as
n -* oo of ks/n, where kn is the cardinality of {i < n: w k P(i)} (say, the a priori
probability Pr is such that the existence of the limit is accorded probability 1). In
this case we need not use a procedure which separates a.e., it suffices that we separate a.e. between every two worlds with differentlimiting frequencies; thus, a procedure based on random sampling, as described before, will do. These considerations
lead to the following terminology:
Let Pr be a fixed probability on L and let 01, 02 be two families of sentences,
01 separates not less than 02 if there is a set X c ModL of probability 1 such that
every {w1, w2} c X which is separated by 02 is separated by 01. This relation is

evidently reflexive transitive and determines an equivalence relation: 01 and 02
are equivalentif each separates not less than the other.
LEMMA 2.3. Let 0 be a family of sentences and let aP be the family consisting of
all sentences 0bsuch that Mod(ob) is equal, modulo a set of measure 0, to a set ogenerated by {Mod(p): SpE 0}. Then(i) ad is equivalentto 0; (ii) O' c no for every
O' whichis equivalentto (; (iii) 01 separates not less than 02 iff 02 C 01.
PROOF. (i) Evidently 0 c a0; hence aO separates not less then 0. Since altogether there are countably many sentences, we get a set X c ModL of probability
I such that, for each 0bE a, Mod(ob)n X is in the algebra of subsets of X ugenerated by {Mod(p) n X: p E a}. This implies that every {w1, w2} c Xseparated
by aO is separated by 0. (ii) follows from (iii), since we get O' c a0' c ao. (iii)
follows from the basic fact that if F1, F2 are countable families of Borel sets in a
Polish space and Fj separates all pairs separated by F2, then the a-field generated
by YF includes the one generated by F2. Q.E.D.
We are now in position to generalize Theorem 2.2 to the case of testing for partial
knowledge:
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THEOREM 2.4. Let t be a testing procedure and 3Pa class of sentences such that,
in some set of worldsof probability 1, t separates everypair whichis separatedby lf.
Then:
(I) For all 0 E lf,Pr (iblt(w, n)) -E,, [0b](w)a.e.
(II) If Pr, is compatiblewith ourpresupposedPr then

Supo,,EEIPrj(0bi(w,n)) - Pr(bji(w, n))

0 a.e.
By the proof of Theorem 2.2 we can reduce the case of an arbitrary t
to that of a fixed sequence {nPo,...,
... }, where i(w, n) is replaced by /%,<nq(w).
Let 0 = {.(..,
.. *}, then 0 separates no less than 3P.Let ad be defined
as in Lemma 2.3. The arguments used in the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.1' can
be applied to show (I) and (II) of 2.1', provided that in (I) 0bE UO, and in (II) the
supremum is taken over all 0bE aP. (One replaces the Borel field a by the a-field
A' generated by all the sets Mod(p), sp E 0.) Since 3Pc ad the claim follows.
Q.E.D.
Here is another generalization which we state without giving the proof:
THEOREM2.5. Let t be a testingprocedure, YIafamily of sentences and a a sentence
such that the following holds. For some X of probability 1 we have: (i) t separates
any two w1, w2 E X whichare separated by {a}; (ii) t separates any two w1, w2E X n
Mod(a) which are separated by IT.Then (I) and (II) of Theorem 2.4 hold for a.e.
w E Mod(a).
(The set Mod(a) can be replaced by an arbitrary X E A.)
Testing procedures can be investigated further in order to throw light on existing
statistical practices, e.g., randomization in sample choosing. The idea is to arrive
at some general results of the kind given here, which will show how the properties
of our prior probability determine the choice of the preferable testing procedure.
Other factors such as the speed of convergence (in (I) of Theorem 2.4) or the cost
of testing can be introduced in the framework as well.
PROOF.

?3. Definable probabilities.There is a standard technique for defining real numbers and real-valued functions in a first-order arithmetical language; reals are
identified with infinite binary sequences and one considers definitions that determine for each n the nth digit of the sequence. The following variant comes to the
same thing, but is more useful for our purposes. (In clause (iii) of the definition we
treat formulas via their G6del numbers.)
DEFINITION 3.1. (i) Let f be a real-valued function such that Domain(f) c N*.
A rational-valued function g is said to be an approximatingfunctionforf (or simply,
an approximationforf) if;
Domain(g) = Domain(f) x N;
If(x) - g(x, y)I < l/y for all x E Domain(f), y E N.
(It would make no difference had we replaced l/y by 1/2y or 2-Y, or any positive
recursivefunction which tends to 0 as y -* oo.)
(ii) A real-valuedf is definable in Lo if it has an approximating function definable
by a formula of Lo. It is 2.(LO)(Ifn(L0),Jn(L0), recursive)if it has a 2n(Lo)(I1n(Lo),
Jn(LO),recursive) approximating function. (Recall that a function g is definable
by the formula Aif for all n, m we have g(n) = m I= A(n,m), and that g is 2T(Lo)
if it is definable by a 2n(AO)formula; similarly for 11n(LO)
and Jn(Lo).)
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(iii) A probability Pr over L is definableif its restriction to elementary sentences
is definable in Lo. If this restriction is 2?(LO)(recursive, etc.) we say that Pr is
27(Lo)-definable,or, for short, 2?(Lo) (recursive, etc.).
Recall that a relation R (or a function f) is 2?n(Lo)
(11,(LO),etc.) in a relation S
if it is 2T.(Lo)(Hf,(Lo)etc.), where Lo is obtained from Lo by adding a name for
S. Thus, we can speak also of probabilities that are 1.(Lo) (11,(LO)etc.) in some
relation.
Note that given any probability Pr, we can extend Lo to Lo by adding to Lo a
predicate that denotes an approximating function for Pr over the elementary
sentence. Lo and Lo have the same empirical part, hence the same classes of elementary sentences. Consequently Pr has a unique extension to L' (L' = the
extended L) and this probability is 2O(Lo)-definable.
Unless the context indicates otherwise, we shall use 'hn',T'll and 'J"' for n(Lo),
11.(L0)and J1(Lo).
As is well known, for n 2 1, a T.-function whose domain is a ff.-set is also a
ff.-function, hence it is a J.-function. (For if f(x) = y t 3z(R(x, y, z)), where
R is ffn-i, then also f(x) = y & x E Domain(f) A Vy', z(R(x, y'z) -) y = y').)
Since the class of elementary sentences is recursive it follows that T,,-probabilities
are the same as J.-probabilities. We shall therefore use the J. scale in order to
classify probabilities.
From now on we put apg=Df Gddel number of q.
We shall assume throughout well-known, or easily verifiable, assertions such
as that, for n > 1, the sum and product of J.-functions are J. and that a function
which is partially recursive in a J.-function is also 4,. The following lemma will
be used in order to pass from probabilities to conditional probabilities.
LEMMA 3.1. (i) Let g be an approximatingfunction for f. Then there is a rationalvaluedfunction g which is partially recursive in g satisfying:
Domain(g) = {(x, y): x E Domain(f) & f(x) =AO}
and for every (x, y) E Domain(g), If(x) - g(x, y) < f(x)/y (i.e. the relative error
is < 1/y).
(ii) Let P be a class of sentences closed underconjunctions.Givenany approximating function for the restriction of Pr to 0, there is a function, partially recursive
in it, which approximates the conditional probability Pr(0b1()where (0, p) ranges
over {(0, q): 0, qDEr

& Pr(qp) > O}.

We shall prove (i) for the case of nonnegative f, which is the case we
need. For arbitraryf the proof is essentially the same. Given x and y let zo(x, y)
= smallest z such that g(x, (y + 2) z) 2 1Iz. Such a z exists iff x E Domain(f)
and f(x) > 0; otherwise zo is undefined. If zo(x, y) is defined then
PROOF.

.

flx)

2 g(x, (y + 2).zo)

-

1/(y + 2) zo > I zo

-

1/2zo.

Put g(x, y) = Df g(x, 2y -zo(x, y)). Then g(x, y) approximates J(x) with error <
1/2yzo, hence with relative error < 1ly. Evidently, zo, hence g, is partial recursive
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(ii) Use (i) and get a function g for the case where g approximates Pr's restriction
to 0. For5, qnE' define
h(rsb1, r(Pn,A) = Df g(rIb A (p1,4yy')Ig(rqn, 4y),
where y'

smallest z such that g(FQ1, 4y) 2 l/z. Then

h(rol, r(/p, y) = (Pr(obA q) + 31)/Pr((p)(1 + a2)
= Pr(0b1() + Pr(bI(p)[(l +

a2)'

-

1] + a1/(l

+ a2)Pr((q),

where
1a11? 1i4yy', Pr(qp) ? (1 - 1i4y)Iiy',
121 < 1/4y.
An easy calculation shows that the error is < (1/4y)(4/3 + 16/9) < l/y. Q.E.D.
LEMMA 3.2. Let f be a partial real-valuedfunction over Nk whose domain is a
J.-set, n 2 1. The following are equivalent:
(i) f is in.
(ii) The relations f(x) < a and f(x) ? a as relations over Nk x Q (Q = set
of rationals) are 11n.
(iii) The relations f(x) < a and f(x) > a are
PROOF. (i) => (ii). Let g be a J.-approximating function. Then f(x) < ax
Vy(g(x, y) < a + 1/y) and the condition g(x, y) < a + l/y can be rewritten as
x E Domain(f) A Vz(g(x, y) = z -> z < a + 1/y). Since g(x, y) = z is a Jncondition the second conjunct is 11n.The first conjunct is J.; the conjunction
is therefore 11nand so is f(x) < a. The other inequality is similarly treated.
(ii) = (iii). f(x) < a x e Domain(f) A f(x) W a and f(x) > a x E
Domain(f) A f(x) 4 a.
(iii) => (i). If f(x) > a and f(x) < a are 2n so is the relation a < f(x) < b, as
a relation in a, x, b. There is a Hll,-relation R so that
a <f(x) < bt3tR(a,

b, x, t).

Given x, y define g(x, y) as the first coordinate, a, of the first pair (a, z) (in
some fixed recursive enumeration of Q x N) such that R(a, a + (y + 1)-', x, z).
Q.E.D.
is in
that
the
if
a
that
real-valued
function
whose
domain
(Note
proof implies
>
a
it
funchas
then
also
has
(n
1)
J,-approximating
Jn-approximating function,
tions fl, f2 satisfying f,(x, y) < f(x) < f2(x, y), for all x E Domain(f) and all y.)
The following theorem is often used in the rest of this work.
THEOREM 3.3. (i) If the restriction of Pr to 4n(L) is Jn (n > 1), then so is its
restriction to all sentential combinations of the sentences in Cm(L)U Hfm(L).
(The same is true if we replace 4.(L) by llm(L).)
(ii) If the restriction of Pr to .m(L) is a, (n ? 1), then its restriction to ln+k
is

Jn+k-

(iii) If Pr is Jn-definable then its restriction to the sentential combinations of
4m(L) U Hlm(L)-sentences is Jm+n.
These assertions are by and large what one would expect. It is easy to see that
the definability of Pr's restriction to 2, implies the definability of the restriction
to fm+. But the straightforward construction yields estimates higher (hence
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get our estimates we have to use inductively the two characterizations given in
Lemma 3.2.
PROOF.(i) We have
> 1 - a.
Pr( -i) > a 'Pr(qp) < 1 - a,
Pr(-i) < a 'Pr()
Since for every (pE llm(L) (p E fJm(L)), ip is equivalent to some effectively constructed (p'E 2m(L) (qp'E llm(L)), Lemma 3.2 implies that if Pr is J, over 27m(L)
it is also 1,,over llm(L) and vice versa. Consequently, if it is 4, over 4.(L) (or over
llm(L)) it is also J, over 4m(L) U ffm(L). For m = 0, 4.(L) = llm(L) and it is
already closed under sentential combinations. In general, every sentential combination, say o, of sentences from 4.(L) U ffm(L)can be effectively rewritten in the
equivalent form \Yli~kuiwhere the ui are mutually exclusive (i :] j => =(ui .
and ui = u' A u", u E 2m(L), u E llm(L). In order to get an approximate
-,o))
value for Pr(o) with error < e it suffices to get approximate values with error
< e/k for Pr(oi), i = 0, . . ., k - 1, and to sum them up. Hence we have to show
that Pr's restriction to all sentences o' A o", o' E 4(L), 0" E llm(L) is 4,. Let
5D = 0o A o". Say o' = 3u5p', o" = Vwp", (p' E Hlmi,(L), 5DE Im-l(L).
By 'Vu
< 1' we mean Vuo < 1 Vul < 1 ... Vujl < 1, where u = uo, ..., uj-1, similarly
for3v< 1.Weget:
Pr(sD)< a 1Vt [Pr((3u < 1(p') A o") < a],
Pr(qp)? a 1Vt [Pr(u' A Vv < 1(p")? a].
Now (3u < 1 (p') A o" can be rewritten as a llm(L) sentence which depends
effectively on o', o" and 1. Similarly, o' A Vv < 1 cp"can be effectively converted
into a 4m(L)sentence. Hence the claim follows from Lemma 3.2.
(ii) It suffices to prove (ii) for k = 1. The rest will follow by induction. Let
u = 3uqp(u),5pE ffm(L);then
Pr(u) > a t 31 [Pr(3u < 15(u)) > a],
Pr(u) < a t 3jV1 [Pr(3u < 15D(u))<

a-

1/j].

The condition within the first square brackets is, by Lemma 3.2, 2m (because
3u < 1 (pis effectively convertible into llm(L)form). The condition within the second
square brackets is, again by Lemma 3.2, llm(L). Hence both right-hand sides are
4m+1and the claim follows by 3.2.
(iii) This follows from (ii) and (i) once we observe that if Pr is 4, over the elementary sentences it is also 4, over 10(L) sentences. Given a 10(L) sentence, say
(p, eliminate all bounded quantifiers-replacing each by a suitable disjunction or
conjunction. Next, if f is a function symbol of Lo, the term f(no, . . ., n-11) can be
replaced by the numeral n where n is the value of the corresponding function for
nO, . .., ni1. Iterate this until all mathematical function symbols are eliminated.
This transformation is describable by means of a J1(L0)-formula. Finally, if R is
a predicate of Lo, then R(no, ..., ni-1) is either true or false and, accordingly,
where 0 is some fixed atomic empirical
replaceable by u V u, or by 0 A -,
sentence. Eliminate in this way all mathematical predicates. This again is a J,(Lo)transformation. If L has no empirical function symbols the sentence (p' thus obtained is elementary. The passage from (pto (p'is a J1(Lo)-function and our claim
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follows from the standard fact that if g(x, y) is a JJ(Lo)-function, n 2 1, and h(x)
is a J1(Lo)-function, then g(h(x), y) is JJ(Lo). If L has empirical function symbols
then by the observation made in ?1 (proof of Basic Fact 1.1), (p'can be effectively
transformed into two equivalent forms 3vqp'(v)and Vvqp2(v)where qD?,
qp'are elementary formulas. Then we have
Pr(3v < n qp) < Pr(qp')< Pr(Vv < n qp')
and the two extreme terms converge, as n -* co, to Pr(qp').Since 3v < n q1 and
Vv < n (p' are effectively equivalent to elementary sentences, their probabilities
can be calculated to any desired approximation using a Jj-function. Given e > 0,
calculate the two extreme terms for n = 1, 2, .. ., with error < e/3. Evertually we
shall find n such that the absolute difference between the two is < e/3. For this n
each of the two values approximates Pr(qp')with error <e6. This recipe yields a
J.-approximating function. Q.E.D.
REMARKS. (I) The restriction of any probability Pr to 2m(L), where m > 1, cannot
be Jk if k < m + 1. For if p is a sentence in Lo then p is true
Pr(q) > 1/2.
If the relation Pr(qp)> a, where (p ranges over 27m(L)sentences (and a over the
rationals), is Jk(Lo), then we have a Jk(Lo)-truth definition for 4m(Lo). This, as
is well known, implies k > m + 1. Hence, for n = 1 Theorem 3.3(ii) cannot be
improved in any case.
(II) For every n > 1 there exists a J.-definable probability whose restriction to
2m(L), m = 0, 1, 2, ..., is not Jm+n-,. This shows that the levels obtained in
Theorem 3.3 cannot, in general, be improved. However, we also have:
(III) For every n > 1, there exists a probability which is J., but not Jn-,, whose
restriction to 2m(L) is J. for all m < n, J.m+ for all m > n. Hence, for n > 1, there
are nontrivial cases where the levels obtained in 3.3 can be improved. In general,
one can consider the function d(m) = smallest k such that Pr is Jk over 14(L).
Then, by 3.3 and Remark (I), we have two inequalities:
d(m1 +

M2)

< d(m1) +

d(m) > m.

M2,

By Remark (II) there are, for each n, examples such that d(m) = m + n and,
by the present remark, we can also have d(m) = n, for m < n, d(m) = m + 1 for
m > n. What other d's are possible?
An outline of the constructions that prove (II) and (III) is given in an appendix.
The last remark shows that, whereas JI-definability implies that on the mth
level the probability is Jm+n, the converse implication may not hold.
The following essentially well-known fact will be used in the sequel.
each m > 1 and each k there exists a formula
every 4,(L) formula with k free variables P(v1, ..., Vk)

ENUMERATION THEOREM. For

T(vo,

.

. .,

Vk)such that for

we have
= Vl*

*...

Vk[T(('P,

V1 ...

If m > 0 then T is 2m(L) andfor m = 0,
we have r' E 21(L), E 11l(L r") such that

Vk)

r

+-*

q(V1

...

*Vk)].

can be chosen as a J1(L)-formula(i.e.,
l r"). The same holds with
r

'ffm(L)' replacing'Zm(L)'.
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The corresponding fact for Lo is well known. A variant of it is the existence of a
of k
universal 2om-relationof k + 1 arguments which enumerates all C"m-relations
predicate
arguments. (Another variant for Lo is that we have for m ? 1 a C"m-truth
and a J1-truth predicatefor 30-formulas.)The proof is by standard
for 2Sm-formulas
technique. We only indicate how to handle the empirical part. One starts by constructing a formula 3(v0, . . ., v.) asserting that v0 is the Godel number of an atomic
empirical formula which is satisfied by v1, . .., Vm.(Here m is the maximal number

of free variables in atomic empirical formulas; it is finite because L has finitely
many empirical symbols.) a is a disjunction of all the following formulas:
(vo = FP(v1, *..,
(Vo =

rf(vl,

vj))

A P(V1, ...

V,)

Af(vl,

*--, v) =vj+1)

.. .,

v,) = vj+,

where P ranges over empirical predicates,f over empirical function symbols, and
where v0 = F ... 1 asserts that v0 is the G6del number of ...

. Then proceed as in

the proof for Lo.
Continuity and compatibility for definable probabilities. For definable probabilities continuity and compatibility can be expressed by natural conditions
that refer to sentences of L only:
= 0 t Pr2(q)
THEOREM 3.4. If Pr,, Pr2 are definable then Pr2 -< Pr, if Pr1(qP)
>
0 for all sentences A. If the probabilities are J,-definable, n
1, then it suffices
to requirethat the implicationholdfor all DpE 1In+(L).
PROOF. Suppose Pr2 -< Pr1. Then there exists a a > 0 such that for every e > 0
there is an elementary sentence cb with Pr1(ob)< e and Pr2(Ob)> 3. In particular,
we have a sequence (pi, i = 1, 2, ..., of elementary sentences such that Pr1(qPi)
< 1/2i and Pr2(q) > 3. Suppose this sequence is defined in Lo by a formula o(x, y),

i.e. ',=o(n, i) : n = Frqi1.By the enumeration theorem there is a z1(L) formula

r which

satisfies t=r(F~p1) +- (p for all elementary sentences (o.

Using o and r we construct a sentence (p which is equivalent to the infinitary
sentence A\?"?0(W/l??-n (pi),that is to say, Mod(qp)= fl0?O U?-n Mod(5pi):
(p = Vy 3z > y 3x (o(x, z) A r(x)).
Clearly Pr2(q) > 3, but Pr1(p) < Ei?_1/2i for all n, implying Pr1(q) = 0. If a is
a I.-formula then (pis a 11,+i(L)-sentence.It remains to build the formula o. Let
tf(x, y) be a Jz-approximating function for Pri's restriction to elementary sentences, i = 1, 2. Let k E N be such that 4/k < 3. Then
Pr2(Ob)

? 4/k

o f *(FOk],

k) ? 3/k => Pr2(Ab) > 2/k.

Similarly,
Prl(ob) < 1/2i+l => f(rb,

2i+2)

< 3/2i+2 => Prl(ck) ? 1/2i.

Thus we have a first (i.e., with the smallest Gddel number) elementary sentence
(pi such that f *(Fqpi], k) > 3/k and f *(Qi, 2i+2) < 3/2i+2. This (Pisatisfies Pr2(qi)
> 2/k and Pr1(pi) < 1/2i. The sequence (piis defined by the following o(x, y):
(f *(x, k) ? 3/k)

A (fr(x,
VX' < X

2y+'3 <
[(f2(x',

3/2Y+2) A

k) 2 3/k)

A (fr*(x, 2Y+2) < 3/2Y+2)]
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where x and x' range on G6del numbers of elementary sentences. Now if g is a
rational-valued JA-function, n > 1, and Domain(g) is J,, then g(x) > a and g(x)
< a are J,. (For g(x) > a is equivalent to 3y(g(x) = y A y ? a) as well as to
x E D(g) A Vy(g(x) = y -* y > a). Similarly for g(x) < a.) Hence o is 4,
Q.E.D.
The theorem presupposes a finite number of empirical symbols; with infinitely
many empirical symbols one can construct 41-probabilities Pri, i = 1, 2, such that
for any finite sublanguage, L', the restriction of Pr2 to the sentences of L' is absolutely continuous with respect to the restriction of Pr1, but Pr2 -< Pr1. The characterization of absolute continuity is not valid if the probabilities are not definable
as one can see from easily constructed counterexamples. But we do not know the
answer to the following:
Problem. Is ffn+1 in the second claim the best possible? In particular, is f2 the
lowest level for z1-definable probabilities? A positive answer implies the existence
of two recursive probabilities Pri, i = 1, 2, such that Pr2 -< Pr, but Prl(q) = 0
= Pr2(P) = 0 for all sp E 1l(L).
COROLLARY
3.5. Two JA-definableprobabilities are compatible if they have the
value Ofor the same f"n+1sentences.
COROLLARY
3.6. If Pr is J,-definable, there is a Z2,+2(L) sentence such that, for
every J,-definable Pr', Pr' -< Pr iffPr'(ck) = 0.
PROOF.A sentence cb which is equivalent to the infinitary disjunction of all
1'n+1 (L)-sentences for which Pr has value 0 will obviously do the job. By Theorem
3.3, {JpE fn"+1(L): Pr(p) =O} is a 112n+l-set. Let p(x) be a 12n+A(Lo)-formula defining it. By the enumeration theorem we have a 11+i(L)-formula r satisfying
r
+p, for all ffn+1(L) cp's. Put 3b= 3x[p(x) A r(x)]. Q.E.D.
-(p*)
l=
Again, is Z2n+2the best possible?

Assigning nonzero values to consistent sentences. We now take up the question
of consistent sentences having probability 0. Recall that, in this context, consistency
is the semantic condition of having a model in ModL. As remarked before, in order
to be nondogmatic Pr should assign positive values to consistent sentences. If,
however, Pr is definable this cannot be achieved for all sentences:
THEOREM3.7. There is a consistent 112(L)-sentence,p, such that Pr(sD) = 0 for

every definablePr. If, moreover,L has an empiricalfunctionsymbol then there exists
such a fflI(L)-sentence.
PROOF.Let P be a monadic empirical predicate. (If L does not have monadic
empirical predicates, take instead any atomic empirical formula with one free
variable.) Let (o be the sentence asserting that P is a truth predicate for Lo. That
is to say, qpasserts that the class defined by P satisfies the inductive conditions of
a truth definition. qpis a conjunction of the sentences which formalize the following
conditions (where sentences are treated via their Godel numbers): Vv[P(v) -+ v
is a sentence of LO],Vv[v is atomic -+ (P(v) + Trueo(v))], where Trueo is a J1 truth
definition for atomic formulas of Lo, Vv1, v2[v1 = negation of v2 -+ (P(v1) *
-P(v2))]. Vv1, v2, v3[v1 = conjunction of v2 and v3 -+ (P(vl) *-+ P(V2) A P(v3))]
and finally Vv1, v2[v1 is a sentence obtained by one universal quantification of
V2+ (P(v1) +-+ VuP(Sub(v2, u)))], where Sub(v2, u) is the formula describing the
result of substituting the name of the number u for the free variable of v2. All,
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except for the last condition, are ffl. The last is 112. Hence qpis ff2. Now in every
w E Mod(q), P must be the truth predicate for Lo. Hence, for every sentence 0bof
Lo, Mod(o) f Mod(P(r0b1))is either Mod(o) or empty according as k=-bor l=If Pr(q) > 0, then for each sentence 0bof Lo, k=-b
Pr(q A P(rVil)) > 0, which,
o
were Pr definable, would yield a truth definition for Lo inside Lo. Hence, if Pr is
definable, Pr(q) = 0.
To establish the second claim, take an empirical unary function symbol F (or
any empirical term with one free variable) and construct so as before except that
'P(v)' is to be replaced by 'F(v) = O' and in the last condition the clause P(v1)
VuP(Sub(v2,u)) is to be replaced by
[F(vl) = 0

-+

Vu(F(Sub(v2,u))

=

0)]

A [F(v1) > 0

-+

F(Sub(V2, F(v1) -

1)) > 0].

This means that in the case where Vuob(u)is false F(-Vuob(u)1)- 1 is a counterexample to the generalization. Arguing as before, Mod(q A (F(r-Vl) = 0)) is
either Mod(o) or empty according as k=Sbor 1=-sb. It is easy to check that so is
Ill(L). Q.E.D.
The following is another theorem that shows the extent to which definable
probabilities are dogmatic.
THEOREM 3.8. Let Pr be a definableprobability with a definable approximating
function f, P an empirical monadic predicate, k a positive integer. There exists in
Lo a formula A(v), expressing a property recursive in f and k, such that if
0(v) is the formula P(v) + A(v) then Pr(ob(m)IAg<mb(i))< 1/2 + 1/k whenever
Pr(A,<m0b(i)) > 0. (For m = 0, /A,<mob(i) is, by definition, 0 = 0.) In particular,
if Pr is SJ(Lo) then b is zJ(L), and if Pr is recursive then sb is recursivein P(v).
(Instead of P(v) we can use any empiricalformula of C0(L)with onefree variable.)
Note that the claim implies that, for all m, Pr(A<m0b(i)) < (1/2 + 1/k)m;
hence, for k > 2, Pr(Vvb(v)) = 0. Obviously, Vvob(v)is consistent (being equivalent
to an infinite conjunction /AP'(i) where each P'(i) is either P(i) or P(i)). Thus if
Pr is 1n,we get a consistent ffn(L)-sentenceof probability 0. The sentence depends
on Pr; hence if n > 1 this implication, by itself, is weaker than Theorem 3.7. The
interest of Theorem 3.8 lies in the special form of our sentence (which serves later
to derive Theorem 3.12) as well as in the case where Pr is recursive. Another point
of interest is that Pr is dogmatic with respect to 0bin a strong sense: no matter how
large m, evidence that 0b(i)holds for all i < m yields (when compatible with Pr)
a conditional probability of 0b(m)which is < the fixed number 1/2 + 1/k.
The proof is based on a diagonal construction. (The idea of using a diagonal
argument in a probabilistic context is due to Putnam [Pu]; his construction proves
a weaker claim.)
PROOF. The basic idea is to define inductively a sequence P'(i), where P'(i) is
either P(i) or -iP(i), choosing P'(n) as P(n) if Pr(P(n) I/ Kn P'(i)) < 2 as
P(n) otherwise. However this inductive definition is not recursive in f since it
involves the verifying of inequalities such as Pr(P(0)) < 1. Hence we proceed
as follows. By Lemma 3.1 there exists an approximating function f(x, y, z) for the
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conditional probabilities of elementary sentences which is partially recursive in f.
If f(FP1l,
FsP21, 2k) < 1/2 + 1/2k then Pr((11q2)? 1/2 + 1/2k + 1/2k = 1/2 +
1/k. Conversely, iff(Fq1 , F(P21, 2k) > 1/2 + 1/2k then Pr((11q2)> 1/2 + 1/2k1/2k = 1/2, implying Pr(--iqP112)< 1/2 + 1/k. Let C be the class defined by
induction:
m EC

f~rP(m)l,

rF/

pC(i)1,2k}

<- - +

where PC(i) is defined as P(i) if i E C, as -iP(i) if i 0 C. The right-hand side means
that f is defined and its value satisfies the inequality. If Pr(/A,<mPC(i))= 0, then
m ? C; since this will also hold for all m' > m, C will be finite. If, for all m,
Pr(/Ai<mPC(i)) > 0, then f on the right side is always defined, implying that C is
recursive in ! and k and, consequently, recursive in f and k. If Pr(/Ai<mPC(i)) > 0
< 1/2 + 1/k. Let A(v) be a formula in Lo defining the
then Pr(PC(m)IAi<mPc(i))
*
Then
set C.
P(n)
A(n) is equivalent to PC(n). Q.E.D.

We now turn to the construction of nondogmatic probabilities.
THEOREM3.9. Let ? be a set of sentences such that Mod(b) is closedfor all 0bE ?C.
Let E be the set of all consistent conjunctions0 A (, where b e f and (p is a conjunction of basic empiricalsentences. Thenthere is a probabilityPr whichis recursive
in S such that Pr(b) > Ofor all consistent0 e f.
e : 0bis consistent}. We shall construct a rational-valued
PROOF. Let fo = { Cb
function, H(x, y), recursive inS such that for 0be To,H(r-b1, Fspl
) as a function of
rp,where qpranges over elementary sentences, satisfies the conditions of a finitelyadditive probability (Definition 1.1) and such that H(r-b1, rW\Y/i<n(f(m)= j-i)
-+
1 as n -+ oo for every empirical term f(m). By Theorem 1.1 this function

extends to a unique probability Pro on L. Furthermore, H is constructed so that
e 3O.Then we use an enumeration 0b0,Sb1, X On, ..* of Yro
Pro(Xb)= 1 for all Cb
(possibly with repetitions) which is recursive in E (it exists for, fixing any atomic
empirical (p, we have Wb?o iff 'b A p E
or b A ---'
). Define Pr =Df
((1/2i+ ) *Pro,. Then 0be 3P=>Pr(b) > 0. In order to approximate Pr(q) up to 1/nm,
take k such that 1/2k ? 1/nmand compute i2<kPro,(q).Hence Pr is recursive in S.
The main point is to get H.
Let s = (o', o', .. ..'9,

.. .) be a sequence of atomic empirical formulas, either

finite or infinite. We associate with s a function H,(x, y), using a procedure recursive in s and S. For every sentence 0band every conjunction /INAi ?i,
where
where n < length of s and + oi is either oi or o-i, let H,(Ob-1, 7A< ? i) be
determined by the following induction on n. For n = 0 we let /Ai<n ?+i be
0 = 0 and put H,(rb1, rO= 01) = 1. Supposing HS(F0b1,Fq1) to be defined where
let po = q A n, (Pi = p A-.-'u If of the two sentences 0b A Cpo
(P =
i~n?i,
Sb A ifi exactly one, say 0b A (pi, is in E, define H,(FOb1, rso&l)= H,(Ob-1, (Pl)
and Hs(r0-b, rf1il) = 0; if not, put Hs(sbO1, Foq1) = Hs(Ob 1, Fop) =
2 Hs(Fb1, F -1). If q is any sentential combination of members of s it can be effectively transformed into an equivalent sentence \/jEjj where the q,'s are mutually exclusive conjunctions of the form /Al<i~n
?i and we put Hs( Fb1, F(pl) =Df
It
is
seen
that
this
definition
is legitimate and yields a
easily
rFPJ).
EjcEJHS(rObl,
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finitely additive probability, say Prs, S.over all sentential combinations of the members of s. Note that if S1^S2is the concatenation of s1 with s2 then HS1^S2extends
e f0 we can enumerateall atomic empirical sentences
Hs,. Next we show that given E
in a sequence s(ob)such that if s = s(ob)then Pro,s(\li<n f(m) = i) --*1 as n -+ oo
for every empirical function symbol f and every m E Nk. The enumeration will
depend on 0band will be recursive in E; thus, if H is defined over {Qrib, rsq):
bE To, rp-elementary}by: H( F0b1,rfql) = Df Hs (a)(rb1, rFl ), then H is recursivein H.
In order to facilitate the presentation we use sequences s, in which sentences may
be repeated. The definition of Hs applies equally well and it is easy to see that
Hs = Hs, where s' is the subsequence of all first occurrences of sentences in s.
Let s = (go, * *, Ufr-1)D, = /Ai<r ? o, sbE fo and suppose that f(m) is some
term, wherefis an empirical function symbol. Let t. be the sequence (f(m) = 0,. ..
f(m) = n - 1).
Claim. For every k > 0 there exists n such that
Hs^t,(r,

r(F A ,A&<,f(m) # iL) < I/k.

Let t be the infinite sequence f(m) # 0, ... , f(m) # i.
If 0b A qpA
i
E
is
consistent
let
w
it
For some
be
model
where
is
true.
a
#
ModL
/Ai<jf(m)
1' > j, w - f(m) = f'; then 0bA q A (/,Ai<j,f(m) # i) A f(m) = ' is consistent.
By our construction this implies that Hqt(rl
rp A /Ai<j,+? f(m) # Ci) is
either IHs^t(F0b1, FqpA &<j, f(m) # Ci) or 0. Hence in the sequence
Hs^t(r 0, rFqA /Ai<, f(m) # iC), n = 0, 1, 2, ..., either from a certain point on we
get 0 or there are infinitely many places where the value is halved. Hence for a large
enough n the value is < 1/k.
Now take a fixed effective enumeration of atomic empirical sentences and a
fixed effective enumeration of all terms of the formf(m) where each term occurs
infinitely many times. For 0bE f construct s(b) using a step-by-step prolongation.
At the 2jth step we add the jth atomic empirical sentence. Suppose that in 2j steps
we got the sequence (go', . . ., o). Let f(m) be the jth term in our enumeration;
then at the 2j + 1 step extend the sequence to go, ..., u1, f(m) = 0,
f(m) = n where n is large enough so that Hs(FOb1,rAi<l ? ai A ,A<n<f(m)# I) <
1/j for each of the 21 conjunctions /Aj1<? , where s is the extended sequence.
Obviously the resulting H is recursive in S. It is easy to see that
PROOF.

Pro, s(s)(/Aoflf(m)

# i)

0 as n ao,

-i 1.
for every termf(m); hence Pro,s (\Y/i~<
f(m) =
It remains to show that Pr4(b) = 1. If go, ..., oane. .. is the sequence s(ob),then
? iu)
by the definition of H, if 0bA /Aik ? gi is inconsistent, then H(r-, r-/Ai<k
=0. This implies that Pro(q) = 0 whenever so is elementary and inconsistent with
0b. Since Mod(b) is closed, Mod(-iob) is the union of all Mod(q)'s where so is
elementary and inconsistent with 0b.Hence Pro(--ib) = 0. Q.E.D
The same technique proves the following generalization of Theorem 3.9.
THEOREM 3.9'. If
(i) Mod(ob)is closedfor all sbe r,
(ii) 0 is a recursiveset of consistent 31(L) sentences,
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(iii) S consists of all 0 A p, which are consistent with 0, where b E T and q is a
conjunctionof basic empiricalsentences,
then there is a Pr recursively definable in AEsuch that Pr(b) > 0 for all sbE T
consistent with 0 and Pr(q) = 1for all qpE 0.
Letting f be the set of all Hll(L)sentences we get
COROLLARY3.10. If L has no empirical function symbols then there exists a
32-definableprobability that assigns a positive value to each consistent ffl-sentence.
PROOF.Let Z be the set of all consistent sb A gD,where 0bis Hl1(L)and gDis a
conjunction of basic empirical sentences. If sb is Vva(v) (where a is C0(L)) then
sb A q is consistent iff every finite conjunction (p A a(no) A ... A a(nk-l) is
consistent. For, having no empirical function symbols, ModL is a compact space
and if each intersection Mod(o) n nickMod(a(nj)) is nonempty then Mod(o) n
nfENkMod(a(n)) # 0. The consistency of TO(L)-sentencesis expressible in Lo
by a A1-formula (where the sentences are represented by their Gddel numbers).
It follows that E is a 1J1(Lo)-set. Since Mod(ob) is closed for all 0bE Ill(L), we get
the desired probability as a function recursive in ', which function is 42. Q.E.D
By Theorem 3.7, the condition that L has no empirical function symbols cannot
be omitted. Neither can we, by Theorem 3.8, obtain the probability on a level
lower than z2. One can, however, get, for more restricted sets F of Hl1(L)-sentences,
J1 (or recursively definable) probabilities that assign positive values to the consistent members of 3P,for example:
COROLLARY
3.1 1. Let G(x, y) be a total recursivefunction of two arguments.Let

-r(u,v) be a term in Lo that defines G. If F is a one-place empiricalfunction symbol
then there is a recursivelydefinableprobability Pr such that Pr(Vv(F(v) = r(m, v)))
> 0 for all m E N. If P is a monadic empirical predicate, there is a recursively
definableprobability Pr such that Pr(Vv[P(v) +-* r(m, v) = 0]) > Ofor all m E N.
PROOF. We can effectively find, given any conjunction (p of basic empirical
sentences and any m E N, whether Vv(F(v) = r(m, v)) A qpis consistent. Namely,
for each n, if so contains a conjunct of the form F(n) = k, or of the form F(n) # k,
calculate G(m, n) and check whether G(m, n) = k or G(m, n) $ k. Then apply
Theorem 3.9. The second claim is similarly proved. Q.E.D.
By Theorem 3.8 we cannot have a recursively definable Pr such that
Pr(Vv(F(v) = o(v))) > 0
for all terms a that define total recursive functions.
THEOREM3.12. For every Js-definable probability Pr (where n > 1) there exist
a zJ,-definable Pr, and a As-sentencea such that Pr(ou) = 0 but Pr(Q)
1.
PROOF. Let P(v) be an atomic empirical formula either of the form
R(v, n1, .. ., nk0), or of the form f(v, n1, ..., nk-1) = nk. Let a be Vv(P(v) -A(v)),
where A(v) is the JJ(L0) formula of Theorem 3.8. Then Pr(o) = 0. Using Theorem
3.9, we construct a Jn-definable probability Pr such that Pr(u) > 0 (in fact, we will
have Pr(a) = 1). Let 3I of Theorem 3.9 be {oj and let S be the set of all consistent
a A (, where q is a conjunction of basic empirical sentences. Since Pr is recursive
in 7 it suffices to show that FEis JJ(Lo). Now a asserts the equivalence of P(v)
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with a formula A(v)which does not contain any empirical symbols; hence a conjunction so of basic empirical sentences is consistent with a iff if' is consistent,
where sq' is obtained by replacing every P(n) occurring in so by A(n). We have
of the form A(n)
p
(pi A 2 where (pqis the conjunction of all conjuncts in sq'
A' is consistent
that
see
it
to
is
easy
the
of
conjunction;
rest
or -iA(n) and p2 is the
'
conjunction
no
it
contains
iff
consistent
A
is
consistent.
is
iff solis consistent and
reduces to
all
Hence
it
is
true.
iff
is
consistent
so
of a sentence and its negation,
Using
A
1-A(m1).
form
the
verifying the truth of conjunctions of
Aj<l
Ai<\kA(nj)
a
to
well
as
as
1If(Lo)-formula
the fact that i(v) is equivalent to a fn(LQ)-formula
and that truth for 2n(Lo)(1I"(Lo))sentences is definable by a 2n(Lo) (ff4(Lo))formula, it follows that the truth of q' can be stated using a Jn(Lo)-formula. All in
all, Dis 4n(LO). Q.E.D.
COROLLARY 3.13. For every 4"-probability Pr, n 2 1, there exists a 4-probability
Pr' such that Pr is absolutely continuous with respect to Pr', but not vice versa.
PROOF. Build Pr as in Theorem 3.12. Now define Pr' = JPr + JPr. Q.E.D.
3.14. For each n 2 1 there exists a 4"+1-definable probability such that
every 4"-definable probability is absolutely continuous with respect to it.
THEOREM

The proof relies on the following lemma which asserts that all 4-definable
probabilities can be enumerated on the J.+, level.
LEMMA 3.15. Let & be the set of Gddel numbers of elementary sentences. For each
n > 1 there exists a J,,' rational-valuedfunction H(xo, x1, y) such that, for each
m e N, H(m, x1, y), as (x1, y) ranges over & x N, approximates the restriction of a
probability Prm to elementary sentences and such that {Prm: m e N} is the set of
all 4-definable probabilities.
PROOF OF 3.15. Every
,-probability Pr determines a conditional probability
Pr(qisb) whose restriction to {(q, sb): p, sb-elementary Pr(b) > O} is, by Lemma
3.1, 4. We can add to this domain all pairs (q, 0 = 0), q-elementary, because
Pr(qiO = 0) = Pr(q). Now let qo, . . *, (k, . . . be some fixed recursive enumeration
of all atomic empirical sentences and let C be the set of all conjunctions
tAi<k ? (pig k = 0, 1, ...

(where Gji<o ? pi

= Df

(0

=

0)). Let f be a function

map-

ping C into [0, 1] such that
(*)

f(IA? (pi) =
i<k

? (p),
Pr(qPkl A
i<k

(P), where
whenever Pr(A?i<k? (pi) > 0. Then Pr(tAi<k ? pi) = 11j< fi)(lxi<,
=
or + j=
1
+?j
as
(j
according
as
-f(...)
or
asf(...)
is defined
f(i)(...)
-I q,. Hence f determines the probability over C. Since every elementary sentence
is equivalent to a disjunction of mutually exclusive members of C, it determines
Pr. Also, from an approximation tof, we can get an approximation to Pr by applying a fixed recursive scheme. (In order to calculate Pr(Ai<k ? (pi) with error < e
calculate each f(t%<j ?(pi) with error < e/k2, j = 0, . . ., k - 1, and form the
above-mentioned product of the approximated f(i's.) Note that any mapping
f of C into [0, 1] determines a finitely-additive probability over the elementary
sentences which satisfies (*). If L has no empirical function symbols then this
determines a probability over L. With empirical function symbols, the holding
of Pr(\y7i<k(t = i)) O+k 1, for every atomic empirical term t, is not guaranteed. We
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shall construct a J1,+i-functionF(xo, x1, y), with rational values in [0, 1], satisfying
the following:
(i) For each m, F(m, xl, y), as (x1, y) ranges over {b1: sbE C} x N, is an approximating function for some fm: C

-+

[0, 1].

(ii) If L has empirical function symbols then the Prmdetermined by fm satisfies
= i)) Ok 1 for all atomic empirical terms t.
Prm(Wi<k(t
(iii) If g is any Js-approximation of a partial functionf that determines (through

c

(*)) a probability on L, then, for some m, f(Ob) = fm(9b) for all sbe C nDomain(f).

Evidently, this will imply 3.15. Let G(xo, xj, y) be a rational-valued Js-function
such that every rational-valued partial Js-function of (x1, y) is equal to some
G(m, xj, y). (To obtain this let U(xo, x1, y, z) be a T.-relation, where z ranges over
Q, such that every T.-relation over N x N x Q is equal to some U(m, xi, y, z).
Let U = 3z'Uo(xo, x1, y, z, z') where U0 is f1n-1, Define G(xo, xl, y) = z by the
condition: z is the first coordinate in the first pair (z, z') satisfying Uo(xo,x1,y, z, z');
here we use some fixed recursive enumeration of Q x N.) We shall construct
F so that, for each m, if g(x1, y) = G(m, xl, y) then F(m, xl, y) satisfies
(iii) with respect to it. First we handle the case where L has no empirical
function symbols. Then we shall indicate the modifications necessary to guarantee (ii). To simplify the notation we use 'sb' both for sb and for its Godel
number F1r. Let sb0,s1, . .., I .O . . be a fixed recursive enumeration of C. From
now on fix m and put Gm(xi, y) = G(m, xj, y). We construct the function Fm(i.e.,
F(m, ...)) by stages, according to the following program. At the kth stage we
define Fm(jbi,k) for all i < k and Fm(Obk,i) for all i < k. We also construct an
...c
increasing sequence C0 c C
Ck c ... of finite subsets of C. (Roughly
sb's
for
which the function that is presumably
speaking, UkCk consists of those
is
The
program may enter a certain state described
approximated by Gm undefined.)
is
as "raised flag". Once the flag raised it stays so throughout the construction.
(Roughly speaking, the flag is raised once it is discovered that Gmdoes not approximate a probability-determining function.)
Put Gm(x, y) = Gm(x, y) if Gm(x, y) E [0, 1], G'(x, y) = 0 if Gm(x, y) < 0,

G'(x, y) = 1 if Gm(x,y) > 1 and Gm,is undefined if Gmis undefined.
Stage 0. Put C0 = 0. If Gm(0= 0, 0) is defined put
Fm(0 = 0, 0) = G'(0

= 0, 0),

otherwise put Fm(0 = 0, 0) = 1 and raise the flag.
Stage k + 1 for an unraisedflag. If Gm(O9k+l, k + 1) is defined, put Ck+l = Ck,
) =
For j < k + 1 put Fm(Ok+l,
otherwise put Ck+l = Ck U {Ok+1}.
to
determine
=
remains
It
otherwise.
1
Gmn(5k+l,k + 1) if 9Ok+10 Ck+1, Fm(9'k+1, j)
Fm(bi, k + 1) for i < k + 1. This is done in k substages. At the ith substage if
Ob0 Ck+l and if the flag is not raised (i.e., has not been raised at a preceding sub-

stage), check whether Gm(Ob,k + 1) is defined and if so whether
[Gm'((/ji

k + 1)-

k

I

G
Xl

[m(c,
f k + 1) +

I-

nnpm(5oinj)

l

)

,,Fm
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is not empty. If both hold put Fm(0Ii, k + 1) = G'(0b, k + 1). Otherwise, put
Fm(5bi, k + 1) = Fm(5Ii,k) and raise the flag. If the flag is raised already put
Fm(5bi,k + 1) = Fm(oIi,k). For si E Ck+1put Fm(5bi,k + 1) = 1.
Stage k + 1 for a raised flag. Put Fm(9/Jk+l,j) = 1 for all j < k + 1 and
Fm(oIi, k + 1) = Fm(oIi,k) for all i < k + 1. (The construction of Ck+1is no longer

necessary.)
We leave it as an exercise to check that (i) and (iii) hold. The condition that
Gm(x,y) is defined is a 2,-condition on (mn,x, y). Consequently, all clauses in the
program are Jl,. This implies that F(xo, x1, y) is recursive in a zli relation,
hence it is JZl+i.
If we have empirical function symbols then atomic empirical sentences of the
form t = i, t = i', where i : i', are mutually exclusive. Hence introduce a clause in
the program that Fm(Obk,1) = 0 whenever kk = /Ai<j1? (p, j = (t = i') and t = i
is a conjunct in bk. In order to guarantee (ii) we interpose additional stages such
that for every term t and every 1 e N there will be an interposed stage guaranteeing
that for some k, Pr(\Y/i<k(t = i)) > 1 - 1/1, where Pr is the probability resulting
from Fm. These additional stages are used only as long as the flag is not raised.
For it is easy to see that if during the execution the flag is raised the resulting Pr
satisfies (ii). Hence, in such an interposed stage one assumes that Gmapproximates
a probability-determiningfunction. One checks the existence of a finite set C' c C
of an integer k and of a sufficientlylargej such that Gm(b,j) is definedfor all sbE C'
and such that from these values alone it follows that the probability determined
by Gm satisfies Pr(\Y/i<k(t = i)) > 1 - 1/1. If the checking fails, raise the flag.
Again, the passing of such a checking is a T7,-condition,hence all clauses are zli.
Q.E.D.
The technique of the proof can be used to prove a more general enumeration
claim where the probabilities enumerated are required to have value 1 for certain
consistent T1(L)-sentences.
PROOFOF THEOREM3.14. If
It is obvious
Em(1/2)m+lPrm.
continuous with respect to Pr.
construct a 4n+1 approximating

Prm is the probability of Lemma 3.15, put Pr =
that every As-definable probability is absolutely
Using the function H of Lemma 3.15 it is easy to
function for Pr. Q.E.D.

Corollary 3.13 and Theorem 3.14 imply that the set of An+, describable probabilities is essentially richer than that of the As-describable one. On a higher level we
can get less dogmatic probabilities. There is a general phenomenon according to
which nondogmatism is bought at the price of higher complexity. This seems to
be more interesting for measures of complexity more refined than the arithmetical
hierarchy. Consider, for example, hypotheses of the form Vv(F(v) = g(v)) where F
is an empirical function and g a recursive function. Suppose that Pr assigns nonzero
values to all such hypotheses where g varies over some Q. The Pr that has been
constructed in Corollary 3.11 is more complex than all members of Q. Is it true in
general that such a Pr (that is to say, any approximating function for Pr's restriction
to elementary sentences) cannot be in Q? For certain pathological Q's this need not
be the case. For example, using the recursion theorem we can construct a recursive
function g having only the values 0 and 1 such that over (G6del numbers of)
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elementary empirical sentences g is additive and such that g(QF(n) = g(n)I) = 1 for
each n E N (where 'g(n)' stands for the term in Lo defining g); taking Q = {g} we
get our counterexample. The question is interesting for natural Q's that correspond
to a subhierarchyof the recursive functions. For example:
Problem. Is there a primitive recursive probability Pr such that
Pr(Vv(F(v) = g(v))) > 0

for every primitive recursive function g?
The generalizations treated in Corollary 3.11 and in Theorem 3.8 express "deterministic" hypotheses, i.e., that a certain empirical function (or set) coincides with
some given recursivefunction (or set). Another sort of hypotheses is that our empirical function, or set, is random, in this or that specified sense of randomness.
Hypotheses of this sort are expressible in L as well. This will be seen in ?5.
?4. Arithmeticalworlds and sets of positiveprobability.
A world w is arithmetical (with respect to Lo) if all the empirical
DEFINITION.
predicates and function symbols are interpreted as relations and functions definable by formulas of Lo. It is Tm(fmf, Jm) if all the interpretations are 2m(Lo)
(llm(L0), Jm(L0)). It is (Tm + ffm) if each interpretation is either 2m(L0) or llm(L0).

There are nonempty sets of the form Mod(q), even sets containing exactly one
world, which do not contain an arithmetical world. Consider, for example, a 112(L)sentence asserting that a certain empirical predicate is the truth predicate for Lo;
it is satisfiable, but not by an arithmetical world. (This sentence was used in Theorem 3.7.) But if Pr(q) > 0, where Pr is definable, then Mod(o) contains an arithmetical world. The level of this world can be correlated with the level of so and the
level at which Pr is definable. (The other direction is trivial; if w is arithmetical
then it is easy to get a definable Pr which accords to {w} probability 1.) The results
of this section are used when we compare various notions of randomness. In the
proofs we shall approximate definable sets of worlds by definable compact subsets
which differ from them by arbitrary small probabilities. The following notion,
though not essential in the proofs, is employed here in view of its use in the next
section.
Recall that the open subsets B c ModLare the unions UP,,Mod((o),
DEFINITION.
S
of conjunctions of basic empirical sentences. If E is definable by a
is
a
set
where
of
formula Ob(x) Lo (i.e. S = {so: I=sb~ p1)}), then we say that B is describablein Lo
and the formula sbdescribes B. Let u = uo. . ., up-1, i = io0. ., ip_1. If b = b(u,x)
and, for every i, 0b(i,x) describes B(i) then sbdescribesthe indexed family (B(i))i. An
open set B is TJ(LO)(11f(L,), JJ(LO),recursively)-describableif it can be described
by a formula sbwhich is T.(LO)(11Q(LO),
J.(LO), defines a recursive set); in other
is
S
where
if
a
2T(L,) (11f(L,), etc). The same notion is
words, it has representation
is replaced by {(qD,i): (pE B(i)}).
case
which
E
families
(in
applied to indexed
properties:
elementary
Here are some
J,(Lo))-describable open sets are closed under
(4. 1) (i) For n > 1, TJ(L,) (1in(LO),
intersections and unions.
(ii) For n > 1, TJ(L,) (1if(L,), etc.)-describable indexed families are closed under
bounded intersections and unions. By this we mean that if (B(i, j))i.i is TJ(L,)
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Df nj<
B(i, j').
Similarly for unions.
(iii) Iff is a JQ(Lo)-functionand (B(i, j))i,i is 2.(LO) (11f(LO),J1(LO))-describable,
then so is (B'(i, j))ij where B'(i, j) =Df B(i,f(j)).
The proofs are evident. For example, suppose that B(i, j)) = U{Mod((o): o E
E(i, j)}; then flg,<B(i, j') = U{Mod((o): so E E'(i, j)}, where '(i, j) consists of all
conjunctions qpoA ... A (pi where (Pke S(i, k), k = 0, . . ., j. It is easy to verify
that if cpe SF(i,j) is a 2.(Lo) (11f(LO),
J1(Lo)) relation in (Fqln, i, j), so is cpe S'(i, j).
If sb describes the open set B (or indexed family (B(i);), let i be 3x[b(x) A
True(x)], where 'True()' is a J1(L) truth definition for TO(L)-sentences.
Then B = Mod(s) (or B(i) = Mod(s(i))). If sbe T.(Lo) then sbe T,(L), and if
se 11"(LO)then sbe T,+1(L). Hence we get:
(4.2) (i) Any TJ(Lo)-describableopen set, or indexed family, is also 2T(L) (here
n 2 1).
open set, or indexedfamily, is T7,+1(L).
(ii) Any 11"(Lo)-describable
Note that the converse is false. There are T2(L) open sets which are not describable in Lo. Take a 112(L)sentence a such that Mod(a) = {w} and w is not arithmetical (say a asserts that the empirical predicate is a truth definition for LO).Then
Mod(-i a) is not describable; for if it were we would have {w} = nl,0Mod(q),
where 0 is a definable subset of TO(L),and this would imply that w is arithmetical.
In the sequel we identify Pr with the unique probability Pr* over the Borel field
which is determined by it.

(11f(LO),J1(Lo))-describable so is (B'(i, j))i, defined by B'(i, j) =

THEOREM 4.3. Let Pr be JAs-definable.With every formula (Peu)of L we can associate, effectively,formulas, qpo(u,v, x) of Lo and qpl(u,v) of L, such that qo describes
an indexed family (B(i, j))i,j of open sets and qi defines this family (i.e., B(i, j) =
Mod(ql(i,j)) and thefollowing hold:
(0) For each i, j,

B(i, j)

v

Mod(q(i)) and Pr[B(i, j)

-

Mod(q(i))] < 2-i;

0
=> qpoe J1(Lo); q e 21(L) => qpe 21(Lo), qi e 21(L);
e( Lo(L)
e'Tm(L),
2
m 2 2 = qo e Tm+n-i(L0), qi, e m+n_1(L);

(i)
(ii)

eDllm(L), m 2 1

(iii)

(e (= m(L), m > 1

(iv)

(o e Jm+n(Lo), (pi E Jm+n(L);
o ( Jm+ni-(LO), (Oi e Jm+n-i(L).

-

By '(po Jm+n(Lo)' we mean that we can construct q' e Tm+J(L0), qo ( llm+n(LO)
'
+-+ (oo-'pa;
1
is similarly interpreted. In (iv) 'qpe
such that l=qDOo
eJm+n(L)'
q/'
e
qD"
e
means
that
Tm(L),
llm(L) such that l=qD+-+ +-+ (p we
given
Jm(L)'
in
if
etc.
Note
that
we
have
can construct
(ii)
po c 2m+ni(L0) we can get by (4.2)
e
is
(i) the desired qi, =m+ni_(L), but there no analogous argument for (iii) and
(iv). Note also that we can have an indexed family such that for each i, B(i, 0) v
B(i, 1) v * . This is obtained by passing to nf<l B(i, k); the new formulas qpo,qi
will have the same levels. (Apply (4. 1)(ii) for the case of qpo.)We assume throughout that n 2 1.
. .

v)
By induction on q. For (pe 21(L), Mod(q(i)) is open, hence let qD1(u,
be q(pu),or say D(eu)A v = v. This yields B(i,j) = Mod(o(pi))for all j. This family
PROOF.
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of open sets is describable as follows. If so E Co(L)then each so(i)can be effectively
transformed into Wk<I(Jak A 13k), where ak is a conjunction of basic empirical
sentences and 1k E To(Lo). If I = {k < 1: ~Pk} then Mod(f(pi)) = UkI Mod(ak).
Using a 41(Lo) truth definition for TO(Lo)we get a 41(Lo) definition of {ak: k E I}
and we take qo0(u,x) (with v a dummy variable) as the 41(Lo)-formula which defines
this set. If so = 3wob(u, w), where sb E To, let 0bo(u, w, v, x) be the 41(Lo)-formula
corresponding to sband put (po = 3wobo.
(ii) Let so = 3wob(u, w), where sb e ffmi-(L), and suppose that 0bo(u,w,'v, x) and
0b1(u, w, v) are constructed so that (B(i, k, j))i,k,j = family described by 0b0=
(Mod(b1(i, k,j)))A,kJ, has the desired properties. Put

B'(i, j)

=

U B(i, k, j + k + 1).
k

Then
B'(ij)

v

UMod(Vb(i, k)) = Mod(?(pi))
k

and
Pr[B'(i, j)

-

Mod(o(pi))] < EPr[B(i, j, j + k + 1)

-

k

<

E 2-(j+k+l)
k

=

Mod(b(i, k))]

2-i.

Put
q0(U, V, X) = 3 wbo(u, w, v + w + 1, x)
(pl(u, v) = 3 wo1(u,

Then qoo describes (B'(i, j))jj
(p1

and

and

w, v + w + 1).
qi,

defines it and we have pooEm+n-1(Lo),

r Tm+n-1(L1).

(iii) Let (p = Vwob(u, w), sb e Imil(L). Let 0bo(u, w, v, x) and 0b1(u,w, v) be the
formulas constructed for sb and (B(i, k, i))j,;k the family determined by them,
5b T(m-1)+(n-1)(LO), 5bie (m-1)+(n1-)(L). Consider the sentence
Vw < k 0(i, w) A -- wo(i, w);
its probability is nonincreasing and tends to 0 as k -+ oo. Hence, given j there
exists k, which depends on i and j, for which this probability is < 2- U+1. We
can get such k as a Jm+n(Lo) function, say k*(i, j), of (i, j): Rewrite the sentence in
llm(L) form, apply the 4Jm+,(Lo)-approximating function for llm+"(L)-sentences
(Theorem 3.3) where the error is < 2-'i+3) and calculate the approximate values
for k = O, 1, .... There exists k for which the approximate value is < 2-(i+2)
(for, otherwise, all real values are > 2-(i+2) - 2-(i+3)). Let k*(i, j) be the
first k satisfying the inequality. Then for k = k* the real value is < 2-'i+2) +
2- i+3). Put
B'(i, j)=

n

B(i, k, j + k + 2).

k~k*(i,j)

Then
B'(i, j)

'f nB(i,

k, j + k + 2)

v

Mod((p(i))
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and
Pr[B'(i, j)

-

Mod(p(i))] < 2-i +1) +

2-j+k+2)
E
k<k*(ij)

< 2-i.

Since
Now B(i, k, j) is describable by 0b0which is m+n-2(LO),hence also JAm+n(L).
It is easily seen
k* is iJm+n it follows by (4.1) that B'(i, j) is lm+J(Lo)-describable.
and 2jm+n(L0)forms of the
that from 0b0we can construct the equivalent IIm+n(LO)
describing formula qoo.Finally solis the formula Vw < k*(u, v)01(u, w, v + w + 2)
of k*.
where 'Vw < k*(u, v)' is to be formalized via the JAmn+(Lo)-definition
This proves (i)-(iii). To show (iv) suppose that so is equivalent to 3wob'(u,w)
as well as to Vwob"(u,w) where b' e=Jlm_-(L), sObE .mi(L). Then
Pr(3w ? k ?b'(i, w)) < Pr((p)< Pr(Vw < k 0"(i, w)).
The left side is nondecreasing, the right side nonincreasing, and both tend
to Pr(p). Given j there is k such that the absolute difference between the two
sides is < 2- (+1). We can bet such a k as a Jlm+,,-(LO) function of (i, j); for we
can approximate the two sides by a Jm-+,-function. Set the error as < 2-(i+4)
and let k* be the first k for which the approximate right side is bigger by < 2-(i+2)
than the approximate left side. Now repeat the construction used in the proof
of (iii), with sb"replacing sb. The argument is the same, but on one level lower,
because k* is 4+n-1
Q.E.D.
For every sentence so of L and every e > 0 we get a sentence so'such that Mod(/')
is open, includes Mod(f) and differs from it by probability < a. If (PE 2m(L)
4
or e J.(L),
m > 2, then the corresponding level of sp' is obtained by adding
n
1, where n is the level of our Pr. In particular, if Pr is J,-definable, qP'has
the same T or J-level as so.If so E Ilm(L)then qo'E Jm+n. It can be shown that for
J1-definable probabilities these levels of Ap'cannot, in general, be improved.
We do not know whether these are the best for J,-definable probabilities where
n > 1; we conjecture that they are. Apply this construction to sb = -p, get the
corresponding Ob'and let sp* =- o'. Then Mod(q*) c Mod(op) is closed and
differs from Mod(p) by probability < e. This argument yields:
4.4. Let Pr be J,-definable, n > 1. With every formula (mu) one
COROLLARY
can associate effectively a formula qp*(u,v) such that for all i, j, Mod(qP*(i,j)) is
a closed subset of Mod(q,(i)) differingfrom it by probability < 2-i. For m > 1,
(pe lIm(L)=t (p* m+n-i(L) (if q E Ill(L), Mod(q(i)) is already closed and we
can put p* = q). Also qoe Cm(L)= (>*E /Jm+n(L), p E Jm(L) => (p*e Jm+nl(L).

We want to get approximations which are compact. If L has no empirical
function symbols the closed sets are also compact. In general, we need:
LEMMA 4.5. (i) Let {Cj: i E I} be a family of closed subsets of ModL such that
for every empirical term t (i.e., of the form f(m) wheref is an empiricalfunction
= 1)) is in the family. If
symbol) there exists k, E N such that Mod(WlY/<k,(t
nflE1'C $ 0 for all finite I' c I then nifICi : 0.
(ii) A closed C cr ModL is compact if for every empirical term t there is kt E N
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Every C, is

531

nighMod(op) where Pj consists of elementary sentences.

Hence it suffices to prove the claim assuming that each C, is Mod((Po)where (Pi
is elementary. Regard the atomic empirical sentences as atomic sentences of
the sentential calculus. Get by the compactness theorem an assignment of truth
values which makes every (pitrue. This assignment determines a model w E ModL
provided that for every empirical term t there is I such that t = I gets the
\Y(/J<k,(t= 1) gets the value 'true'. Evidently

value 'true'. This holds because

w Erf
nfEIMod(qp).
= 1)), where t ranges over all empirical
(ii) Any set A =
Mod(\Y/,I<k,(t
0
terms, is closed. If {Cj: i e I} is a family of closed sets and Annfl,xi
# 0. This follows from (i) by adding all
for all finite I' c I, then Annifci
sets Mod(\Y/I<k,(t= 1)) to the family. Consequently, A is compact. If C is closed
and C c A then C is compact as well. The condition is necessary for compactness,
because, for each t, C c ModL = UIENMod(t = 1) and Mod(t = 1) is open.
Taking a finite cover we get C c Mod(WI<kt(t= 1)). Q.E.D.

ft

If Pr is A,-definable then we have a 11f"(L)-formular(v) such that for every
j, Mod(r(j)) is compact and Pr('r(j)) > 1 - 2-i. If there are no empirical function
symbols let X be v = v. Otherwise use an effective enumeration of all empirical
= 1)) >
i and j there exists k such that Pr(WY/I<k(ti
terms: to, ..., ti, ..Given
1 - 2-(j+i+1). Using the As-approximating function for Pr over the elementary
sentences, we can get such a k as a JJ(L0)-function of (i, j). Let k* be this function.
Let r(v) be Vu3w < k*(u, v)[True(rtu = we)] where 'True( )' is a 41-truth definition for 2o(L), rt = w1 describes in Lo upon substituting i, 1 for u, w, the G6del
number of ti = 1 and '3w < k*(u, v)' is to be formalized via the J1(Lo) definition
of k*. Then
Mod(r(j)) = n Mod( V (t, = 1)) and
i

Pr(r(j))

>

1

l<k*(i,j)

2-(j+i+1) =

1 -2-i.

Now, if (p*(u,v) is the formula of Corollary 4.4 and if
((u,

v) = (p*(u, v + 1) A v(v + 1),

then Mod(@(i,j)) is compact and differs from Mod(p(i)) by probability < 2-i.
We get:
THEOREM4.6. If Pr is /J,-definable(n ? 1), then with everyformula (P(u)a formula
(u, v) can be effectively associated so that for all i, j, Mod(-(i, j)) is a compact
(possibly empty) subset of Mod(p(i)) and Pr(p(i) A -I(i, j)) < 2-i. Furthermore,
Jem+n(L)and, for m > 2,
for m 2 1, (pe Jfm(L) =k E m+nl(L),(p E 2m(L) => E
(p E /Jm(L)

t

-

E Jm+n-i(L).

If Pr is JA,-definable(n 2 1) then every llm(L) set of positive
probability contains as a member a Jm+2n-1-world. (If m = 0, 1 and n > 2 we
can get the following improvements:for m = 0 a 31-world, for m = 1 a +world.)
PROOF. For m = 0 the claim is trivial, for any consistent 1O(L) sentence can
be satisfied by a world in which the empirical predicates and function symbols
are interpreted as finite relations and as functions that are 0 everywhere except
THEOREM 4.7.
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Let Pr(q) > 0 where spe Jfm(L), m > 2. By 4.6, there exists - e 1fm+,_i(L)
such that Mod(o) is a compact subset of Mod(o) and Pr(@)> 0. Enumerate
effectively all atomic empirical sentences oo, o,, *-

i,

...

We shall define

a sequence 0*, . . ., a*, . . . such that (i) every a is either aj or-,
(ii)
Pr(@A &i<1,4C) > 0 for all 1, and (iii) a*4(or to be precise its G6del number) is a
Am+2n-1rfunctionof i. From (i),. (ii) and the compactness of it follows that
there is a unique w satisfying all a*; this w satisfies s. Also w is Jm+2i-*
For if
a(u) is an empirical atomic formula then for each k there exists j = j(k) such that
a(k) = aj. The function j(k) is recursive and we have
w l= a(k)

= gj*(k)-

?>j(k)

Since ao is a recursive function of i and a* is a 4+2N_1-function, the right-hand
side is a Jm+2n_1(Lo)
condition on k.
Define the a*' by induction on i. Use a Jm+2rn"-approximating
function to get
approximate probabilities for flm+i_,(L)-sentences (Theorem 3.3). Say Pr(-) >
e > 0 where e is rational. At least one of D A ao,
A -Oio has probability > e/2.
Set the error as < e/4 and get the approximate probability of - A Po. If this
value is > e/2 put a* = a, otherwise put a* = a. Evidently Pr(@A O04)> C/4.
In general, if yiC are defined for i < 1, set the error as < e(1/4)1and get the approximate probability of A /Ai<, (' A or,. If the value is > (e/2) - (1/4)1-1 put A* = A,,
otherwise put a* =
Then Pr(- A /A&<1(Y) > e-(1/4)'. The definition of
y* is recursive in the approximating function, hence it is Jm+2n-1l
Finally, let (pe11l(L); then Mod(p) is closed, but not necessarily compact.
We construct the sequence o, ..., a*, ... using sp instead of s. If there are
empirical function symbols we have, in addition, to ensure that Mod(p)
Using
ni Mod(4) # 0. Enumerate effectively the empiricalterms to, ..., t,.
the argument that proves 4.6, we get a Aj-function k* such that W<k*Wi)(ti .= 1)
has probability > 1 - (1/8)i+l -.e (where Pr((p) > e > 0, - rational). Let Oi
be this sentence. Define A to be aj if the approximate probability of
(p A /A<j(aQ A O?)A aj, with error < (e/4) - (1/8)1-1 is > (e/2) - (1/8)j-1; define it as
-aj otherwise. An easy calculation shows that Pr(q A Ai<j(a* A Og)) > e - (1/8)1
for all j. By Lemma 4.5(i), Mod(o)
ni Mod(Q4) # 0. Since a*' is a JA+lfunction of i we get a JA,1-world. Q.E.D.
THEOREM
4.8. Let Pr be A"-definable(n > 1) and let Sm be the intersection of all
2m(L)-sets of probability 1. Then:
(i) If m > 1 there exists for every e > 0 a sentence A1
E llm+",_i(L)such that
Pr(A) > 1 - e and Mod(i) c Sm
(ii) For all m, Sm contains as a member a Jm+3U-2-world.This is also true for
Smn Mod(o), where pDis any Jlm+,_i(L)-sentenceof positive probability.
PROOF.(i) Let a(u) e 2m(L) be such that every lm(L)-sentence is equivalent

n

n

Say a(u) = 3vob(u, v), 9be f17ml(L). Use Theorem 3.3 and get a
m_1+4(LO)-function g which approximates Pr over flm-l(L). Let k e N be such
that e > 1/k. Let r(ij) be the condition

to some a(i).

g(F3v < j 0(i, v)1, k *2i+2)

>

1 -k-12-

Y+2)
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Then r(ij) implies that
Pr(3v < job(i, v)) > 1 -

k-12-(i+2)

-

k-12-(i+2)

= 1-k-12-

(i+1')

Also
i < j' => Mod(3v < j 0(i, v)) c Mod(3v < fos(i, v)).

Hence the intersection of all Mod(3v < j b(i,v)), where (i, j) ranges over all pairs
satisfying r(i, j), has probability > 1 -k-1 -i 2-i+1) = 1 - k-1. The intersection is a subset of any Mod(3vob(i,v)) of probability 1; because, if the probability is 1, there exists satysfying r(i, j) and Mod(3v < j 0(i, v)) c Mod(3vob(i,v)).
This intersection is defined by a ltlm+,,_(L)sentence A obtained as follows: r is a
Jm+,,_,(LO)condition on i, j, hence there is a formula f(u, w) e 2m+'_1(L0)that
defines it. Let A be
Vu, w (f(u, w)

-+

3Iv< w 0b(u, v)).

(ii) If m > 1 use (i) and get A e llm+i_1(L)such that Mod(A) c Smand Pr(A) > 0;
or, given (pe ffm+,_i(L) of positive probability, get A such that Pr(A)> 1 - Pr(p).
Then apply Theorem 4.7, with m + n - 1 instead of n, to A, or to A A q.
If m = 0 we imitate the construction of the proof of 4.7. Enumerate effectively
, ... and construct a* e { -iJai}
all atomic empirical sentences: o0, a1, ..*,
such that, for all 1, Pr(q A &i<l ori) > 0, where rois the given Hf,,1,(L)sentence

n

of positive probability. Then, if Mod(o)
nfMod(ay*(i)) is not empty it consists
of one world, which is Jk, provided that al* is a Ak-function of i. Evidently this
world does not satisfy any conjunction of basic empirical sentences of probability
0, hence it is in SO.If n > 1 we can, by Theorem 4.6, replace (p by DE l,-AL)
such that Mod(@) is compact. This ensures a nonempty intersection. Since (p A
/&<I4C is in 112_2(L),the function i -- or'can be obtained as a A(2,-2) +,-function.
If n = 1, (pe 11o(L). In this case, to ensure a nonempty intersection, we use the
same sort of construction that has been used in the proof of 4.7 for the case m
-

1. Then the function i

--+

is J,.

Q.E.D.

Question. Can the levels of the arithmetical worlds obtained in 4.7 and 4.8 be
improved? For example, assuming a J,-definable Pr, does the intersection of all
2m(L) sets of probability 1 contain a (.m?+3n-3 + fn+3n-3)-world?
For n = 1 the answer is that, in general, the levels cannot be improved. For
n > 1 the question is open.
A negative answer for 4.8 also implies a negative answer for 4.7, since any improvement in the level of w in 4.7 would lead to an improvement in 4.8. To show
that for n = 1 these are the best general results, consider a probability that arises
out of Bernoulli trials; say P is a monadic empirical predicate and
Pr(/,iE. P(i) A /AE=1- P(i)) = pi(l -p)i',
whenever J and J' are disjoint sets of cardinalities j and j', respectively. Here
O< p < 1. Note that if Pr is to be J1-definablep should be chosen as a 41(Lo)-real
number. The following claim is, however, true for all p e (0, 1):
For a Bernoulli distribution with 0 < p < 1, the intersection of all 2.m(L)-sets
of probability 1 contains no (1,m + frn)-world.(Here m 2 1.)
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This is proved by showing that if P is interpreted either as a .m(Lo)-set,or as a
then this interpretation satisfies a Hm(L)-sentencewhose probability is
Hm(LO)-set,
0. We leave it as an exercise for the reader.
?5. Random worlds. As stated in the introduction, a world w is ruled out by a
probability Pr to the extent that it satisfies sentences whose probability is 0. In
order to be possible a world should not satisfy such sentences, i.e., it should satisfy
the sentences of probability 1. In general, this notion of possible world depends on
the expressivepower of the language. If w e n {Mod(p): Pr(p) = 1} but Pr*({w}) =
0, then we can enrich Lo so as to have a sentence 9bsuch that {w} = Mod(ob).If
Pr' is the unique extension of Pr to the enriched language then Pr'(0b)= 0; hence
with respect to the enriched language w is impossible. This situation does not arise
only if Pr*({w}) > 0 for every we fl{Mod(p): Pr(p) = 1}; in that case the whole
probability is concentrated on a countable set of worlds. The right way of treating
the notion of possible world is to relativize it, from the beginning, to sets of
sentences. Following established terminology we shall henceforth use 'random
worlds' instead of 'possible worlds'.
A world w is random with respect to a probability Pr and a set
if
of sentences0 Pr(o) = 1 => w - so for all spe 0. We shall express this equivalently
by saying that w is (Pr, 0P)-random.w is said to be (Pr, L)-random if it is random
with respect to the set of all sentences of L. When the intended Pr is obvious we
shall omit the referenceto it and speak of 0-randomness or L- randomness.
DEFINITION 5. 1.

As remarked in the introduction and in ?1, this approach enables us to speak
of random binary sequences (with respect to a given Pr) as well as of random
sequences of reals, random continuous functions, Brownian motions - everything
that can be accommodated as "worlds". Also the probability is quite arbitrary.
Evidently, w is 0-random iff it does not satisfy any of the sentences -sp of
probability 0 where (s e 0. In [ML] the notion of a "test for randomness" is defined.
These tests correspond, as we shall see, to sentences of probability 0. In general,
we define:
A ?f-test (for randomness with respect to a probability Pr) is a sentence b e ?3P
such that Pr(ob)= 0. A world w passes the test if w bE9. A universal (f-testis a
3P-test,9b, such that passing 9bis equivalent to passing all the 3P-tests.In other
words, b e 3 and Mod(ob)= U{Mod(k'): Ob'e P-tests).
Evidently, if 3P= { -p: (pE 0} then the existence of a universal f-test is equivalent to the existence of (pE 0 such that w is 0-random iff w is {(p}-random.
A Bn(L)-randomworld is a 0-random world where 0 consists of all In(L)
sentences. A 1n(L)-randomworld is similarly defined. Note that we need only one
of these notions, for w is 11(L)-random iff it is Bn_1(L)-random.This follows by
= 1 iff, for all k, Pr(p(k)) = 1; thus, by satisfying all
observing that Pr(Vuwp(u))
1 a world also satisfies all 1n(L)-sentences of
of
probability
Bn_1(L)-sentences
this property. Bn(L)-randomnessis therefore randomness at the nth level of the
arithmetical hierarchy. Evidently, w is 27(L)-random iff it passes all 14n(L)-tests.
When no confusion is likely we shall omit 'L' and use 'In-random' and '11n-test'
for '27(L)-random'and '11"(L)-test'.We shall use 'Pr' to denote also the corresponding measure Pr* over the Borel sets.
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In [ML] Martin-Lof defines a test as a set U of pairs (k, s), where k E N, s e
{0, 1}* = set of all finite binary sequences such that (i) U is recursivelyenumerable,
(ii) the sets Uk =Df {S: (k, s) E U} satisfy {0, 1)* = U0 v U1 v * *, and (iii)
1a([Uk]) < 2-k, where ,a = the Lebesgue measure on {0, I}N and [Uk] = the open
subset of {0, 1}N determined by Uk(i.e., e E [Uk] iff some initial segment of e is in
Uk). An infinite binary sequence e passes the test at level of significancek if e ? [Uk].
It is random if it passes all tests. Obviously, the tests of [ML] are 31-describable
families of open sets (B(i))%such that ModL = B(O) v B(1) v *.. ; all this for the
special case where ModL = {0, 1}N and Lo is the language of Peano's arithmetic
(for then the B1(L0)-setsare exactly the recursivelyenumerable ones). Given such a
family we have (by 4.2) a 21(L)-formula 95(u)such that B(i) = Mod(ob(i))and,
since ModL = B(O) v B(1)
..,v we also have B(i) = Mod(Vu < i 0b(u + 1)).
Vice versa, if 0b(u)e B1(L) then Mod(Vu< i 0b(u))is 2?-describable(this is easily seen

from the proof of 4.3(i)) and satisfies the above-mentioned conditions. Hence the
tests in the sense of [ML] can be represented by the ll2(L)-formulasVuob(u),where
(=
e 1(L), for which Pr(Vu< k 0(u)) ? 2-k for all k. A world w passes the test at
level k if w [- Vu< k 0(u). The Pr of [ML] is the Lebesgue measure. It represents
the set-up of Bernoulli trials with p = j. In [ML] this is also generalized to trials
in which p is a recursive real. But the notion of a f12(L)-test,Vuob(u),such that
Pr(Vu < k 0(u)) < 2-k is meaningful for any language L and any probability Pr.
Let us take a closer look at it.
Instead of requiring Pr(Vu< k 0(u)) < 2's, we can require that there exist a
recursive function g such that limkg(k) = X and Pr(Vu< k 0b(u))? (g(k))-1. For
if g is such a function, let h(k) = Df smallest l such that g(l) > 2k and let
0b'(u)= Vu'< h(u) 0(u)
where 'Vu' < h(u)' is formalized via the 41(Lo) definition of h. Then S5'e fl(L),
F=Vub*-+ Vuo' and Pr (Vu< k 0'(u)) < 2-k. (The same argument applies of course
directly to the tests of [ML]: replace the test U by U' such that U' = ni<fkU. (z
Since h is recursive U' is recursively enumerable.) The fixing of g(k) as 2k is motivated in [ML] by the connection between the levels of passing tests and Kolmogoroff's proposed measurement of randomness [Ko 2]. This connection is valid if
the levels are defined as in [ML], provided that we presuppose independent Bernoulli trials with p = j. The choice of 2k is also handy in various calculations.
But actually, it all amounts to a recursive estimate of the rate of convergence of
Pr(Vu< k 9b)to 0. This motivates the following definition.
DEFINITION 5.2. Let Q be either 3 or V. The quantifier Qu is effectively convergent
in the formula Quob(u,v) (with respect to the probability Pr) if there is a recursive
function g(x, y) such that, for each j, g(x, j) -- oo as x -+ X and

j))
IPr(Quob(u,

-

Pr(Qu< k 0(u, j))I < g(k, j)1.

A Tne(L)-formula
is a fomula 3uob(Vuob)such that 9bE H_1(L) (S5E
(fIne(L)-formula)
(Vu is effectively convergent in
In-,(L)) and 3u is effectively convergent in NuOb
Vuob).Here we assume n > 1. It is 2?e(L), or IIe(L), in normalform if u consists of a
single u and JPr(Qu'k(u,j)) - Pr(Qu< k 0b(u,i))I < 2k (where S5is on a lower
level in the hierarchy). The notion of an effectively convergent quantifier is
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extendible to a quantifier which is preceded by a string of bounded quantifiers:
Q1v1< t1 ... Qvmv < tmQuob, where each tj is either a variable or some
n e N. It is easy to see that, for each assignment of values to the free
variables, Pr(Qvl< t1 ... Qvm< tmQu< k b) converges as k -+ co to
Pr(Qvl < t1

Qvm < tmQuob). If the rate of convergence

...

can be effectively

estimated, as above, by a recursive function of k and of the values of the free
variables, we say that Qu is effectively convergent in Qv1 < t1 ... Qvm < tmQUob.
If n > 2 then every Te(L) (or 11e(L))formula can be put in equivalent normal
form. The argument given before generalizes: Replace Quobby Quob',where sb' is
Qu < h(u, v) 0(u) and h(k, j) = Df smallest I such that g(l, j) ? 2k. (For n = 1
this argument fails because the formalization of 'Qu < h(u, v)' will, in general,
yield a J1(LO)but not a 10(L0)-formula).Obviously, a negation of a ,e(L)-formula
is equivis equivalent to a 11,(L)-formulaand vice versa. Hence %e(L)-randomness
alent to the passing of all 11g(L)-tests.As before we often omit 'L' and use '-Ye
random' '11e-test'for '2,,(L)-random' and '1,,(L)-test'. If sp = Vuob(u)is a 1If,-test
in normal form, then we say that w passes (pat level k if w WbVu < kb(u).
From all that has been said it follows that randomnessin the sense of [ML] is
T2-randomness,for the special case where the worldsare binary sequences,the probability a Bernoulli distribution with a recursivep and Lo is a language of Peano's
arithmetic.
(Here by a language of Peano's arithmetic we mean a language containing 0,
1, +, * in which all predicates and function symbols refer to recursiverelations.)
Note that the class of ,e?(L)-formulas
depends on the probability Pr. As it turns
out the Be-scale has, when randomness is concerned, some advantages over the
Ba-scale. The C"(L)(#",e(L)))classes share the following properties of E"(L)(11,(L))
classes: They are closed up to equivalence under conjunctions and disjunctions
q A (P2is equivalent to a Te(L)-formula,etc.). They are also
(i.e., so1,(P2E zn(L)
(p,
closed, up to equivalence, under bounded quantification. Furthermoreif 3u is effectively convergent

in Qv1 < t1

...

Qvm < tm3uV) where 0bE 11m-i(L), then the

formula is equivalent to a he(L) one. (The proof is by induction on m. One "pulls
in" the bounded quantifiers observing that if 3u is effectively convergent in
Vv < trusb then 3u' is effectively convergent in 3u'Vv < t3u < u'ob.)Up to equivalence fe(L) c fe+1(L) (given SbE 2e(L), add between the right-most quantifier
and the quantifier-freematrix another alternating quantifier over a dummy variable). Note that effective convergence can be also characterized by the following
condition. There exists a recursive function h such that for all 1 if k = h(l, j) then
j))
IPr(Quob(u,

-

Pr(Qu< k 0b(u,i))I < 1/(/ + 1).

Martin-Lf's construction of a universal test can easily be generalized to 1Ietests:
THEOREM5. 1.

If Pr is J1-definableand n > 2 then there exists a universalJ4%-test.
Furthermore,it can be put in normalform 9bsuch thatfor every 1IJ,-test(pin normal
form, the worldsthatpass 0 at level k pass q at level k + d, k = 0, 1, 2, ..., where
d = d(p) is an integer dependingon (ponly.
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PROOF.Let A(x, u) e T,_1(L) be such that every 1,1(L)-formula with one free
variable u is equivalent to some A(m, u). Say A = 3vio(x, u, v) where 20 e 1"_AL).
Define a0(x,u, v) as
Ao(x, u, v) A Vu' < u[Pr(Vu"< u' + 1 3v' < v 20(x, u", v')) < 2(u'+1))]

where the expression within the square brackets is to be formalized in Lo by a
21,1(Lo)-formula (this makes 20 a 1,1(L)-formula). This can be done because,
by 3.2 and 3.3, the relation Pr(p) < q where sp ranges over fn-2(L)-sentences and
q over the rationals is T,_1(L0)and we have an effective procedure for transforming
Vu"< i + 1 3 v' < j 20(m, u", v') into HI"_2(L)form. The second conjunct in
20(m,i, j) asserts that for all i' < i the probability of Vu"< i' + 1 3 v' < j 20(m,u", v')
O20(m,ij),
is < 2-(i'+?). If this conjunct (which is in Lo) is true then 1=Ao(m,ij)
<
13v
j AO(m,u, v)) <
otherwise l= --io(m, i, j). Hence, for all m, Pr (Vu < i +
<
2-i.
Let
2-(i+?) for all i, j. It follows that Pr(Vu < i 3v 20(m,u, v))
0b0(w)be
3xVu<w+x+1
Then cb0Eil1(L)

3v a0(x, u, v).

and we have
00

00

Pr(0bo(k))<

Pr(Vu<k+m+

E
m=O

1 3v a0(m,u, v)) <

E

2-(k+m+l)

=

2-k.

m=0

Hence Vwobo(w)is a 1Ie-test in normal form. This is our 0b.Let sP be any 1It-testin
normal form. Say sp = Vuspo(u), where Pr(Vu < k po(u)) < 2k. With no loss
of generality we can, if k > 0, replace "<2-k". by "<2-k" (for let q4'(u)=
Vu' < u + 1 po0(u');then, for k > 0, Pr(Vu < k qp(u)) < 2-k and a world that
passes Vuqp'at level 1 passes Vuspoat level 1 + 1). There is m E N such that qo0(u)
is equivalent to 3 v20(m,u, v). For all i, j Pr (Vu < i + 1 3 v < j 20(m,u, v)) < 2-i?1),
which implies l=20(m, u, v) +-* ,0(m, u, v). Hence 1=?po(u)-+ 3v40(m, u, v).
By definition, Vu < w + x + 1 3 v a0(x, u, v) logically implies 0b0(w). Substituting m for x we have t=Vu < w + m + 1 po(u) -+ b0(w); consequently
1=Vu < k + m po(u) -i Vw < k b0(w),i.e., every world that passes 0bat level k
passes sp at level k + m. So put d(p) = m. Q.E.D.
The case n = 1 is clarified by the following observation:
(5.2) Suppose that Lo is a language of Peano's arithmetic and Pr is 31-definable.
If Pr(Vu/'(u)) = 0, where sb E 20(L), then Vu is effective in Vu/. Consequently,
111-testsare also Ill-tests, implying that 21-randomnessand le-randomnessare the
same.
The proof is by observing that we have a J1(L()-function for calculating to any
desired accuracy the values Pr (Vu < k 0(u)). By the assumption on Lo this function
is recursive. For each k set the error as < 1/(k + 1), let ok be the approximate
value and let g(k) be the largest 1 such that ok + 1/(k + 1) < 1/1. Then
Pr(Vu < k @) < g(k)-l and g(k) -+ oo.
As we shall see, there is in general for any n > 1 no universal HIa-test.This will
show that Theorem 5.1 cannot be extended to n = 1. It will also show that 1?e'randomness is strictly weaker than 2"-randomness, (That 2"-randomness implies
fe,-randomness is trivial, for 2e(L) c 2n(L).) On the other hand we have:
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5.3. If Pr is J1(LQ)-definablethen every Hln-testis equivalentto a Iie+1-test;
LEMMA
hence le+1-randomnessimplies In-randomness.
PROOF. Let Vuqp be a 1l-test,

(p E I2-l(L).

By Theorem

3.3 the condition

Pr(Vu < k'p(u)) < 2- 4+1) is a fn(Lo)-condition on k', k. Let a(v', v) be a
formula defining it (where k', k correspond, respectively, to v', v). Let 0b(v)be
3v'(a(v', v) A Vu < V'p(u)).
Evidently Pr(Vv < k 0(v)) < 2-k. Also 0bE In(L). Since for every k there is k'
such that Pr(Vu < k'q) < 2-(k+l) we have =tVvob(v)<+ VwUp(u).Hence Vvob
is an equivalent 11+1-test. Q.E.D.
Thus Ine+1-randomnessis between In-randomness and fn+?-randomness.It will
turn out that this "between" is a strict one on both sides.
In [Sc] Schnorr argues that the tests used in statistics are more restricted than
the general tests of [ML]. In order to capture the additional restriction he adds the
requirement that (in the terminology of [ML]) 1u([Uk])be a recursive function of
k-i.e., calculable effectively to any desired accuracy. Thus he gets a narrower
class of tests and therefore a weaker notion of randomness. (Apparently he does
not require Uk v Uk+1, but this is inessential, for, under his assumptions, an
equivalent test that does satisfy this requirement can be constructed.) His setting
is the same as in [ML]-binary sequences and Bernoulli distributions with a
recursivep E (0, 1). We indentify his tests with 112(L)-formulasand we get 12e-tests
in normal form, Vu 0b(u), such that Pr(Vu < k 0(u)) is a recursive real-valued
function of k. In order to compare this notion with others we note the following.
LEMMA 5.4. Let Pr be 31-definable, where Lo is a language of Peano's arithmetic.
Let 0(u, v) E 20(L). Then Pr(Vu < k3vb(u, v)) is a recursivereal-valuedfunction of
k iff 3v is effectively convergentin theformula Vu < w3vb(u, v)(where w is a variable not occurringin 0).
PROOF. Suppose that Pr(Vu < k3vo) is a recursive function of k. Calculate the
approximate value of Pr(Vu < k3vo) with error < 1/(1 + 1) and also the approximate value of Pr(Vu < k3v < 1 0) with error < 1/(1 + 1). Both calculations
can be done recursively. Let ,y(k, 1) be the absolute difference of the approximate
values; then the absolute difference of the real values is in
(,y(k, 1) - 2/(1 + 1), iy(k, 1) + 2/(1 + 1).
i(k, l) = 0. Let g(k, l)
Hence liml1OO
< 1/n. Then g is recursive,lim1 NOg(k, 1)
IPr(Vu< k3vb)

-

=
=

largest n such that iy(k,1) + 2/(l + 1)
oo and

Pr(Vu < k3v < 1 b)I<g(k, l)-1.

In the other direction, suppose that Ev is effectively convergent in Vu < wlvob;
then we have a recursiveg satisfying these properties. Let h(k, i) = smallest l such
that g(k, 1) > 2(i + 1). Given k, i let m = h(k, i) and calculate Pr(Vu < k 3v < m 0b)
with error < 1/2(i + 1). The resulting value approximates Pr(Vu < klvo) with
error < 1/(i + 1). Q.E.D.
We are thus led to 12e-testsVulvob, 0bE 20(L), such that Ev is effectively convergent in Vu < wlv/i. We can generalize this to 1In-testswhere n > 2 by taking
e 2n-2(L). The condition that the test also be in normal form is not essential,
E
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for an equivalent normal form satisfying the additional requirement of effective
convergence of 3v can be obtained as follows. First convert it into the form
Vu'Vu< h(u')3vb, where h is a suitable recursivefunction. If n > 2 pull Vu < h(u')
inside and get Vu'3vVu < h(u')3v < v 0, where Vu < h(u')3v < v b E HI,_2(L). It is
not difficultto verify that 3v is effectively convergent in Vu'< w3vVu< h(u')3v< vb.
If n = 2 we pull Vu < h(u') inside and formalize h(u') using additional existentially quantified variables. We get the form Vu'3v'b'. The point is that 3v' is
effectively convergent in Vu' < w3v'b'. Roughly speaking, since h is a total
recursive function, the values of the additional variables in v' that are needed in
the computation of h(x), as x = 0, 1, . . ., k - 1, are bounded from above by a
recursivefunction of k. We leave the details to the reader.
All this leads to the following definition.
DEFINITION 5.3. Let (pbe Q1u1Q2u2... Qju4gbwhere Qlu1 ...
Qjujarej alternating quantifiers. Then qpis he",J(L)(#e",f(L)),with respect to Pr, if it is 2?,(L)(1I"(L))
and for all i = 1, .j. , I, Qju, is effectively convergent in

Q1u1 < W1Q2U2< W2...

Qi.u.1

< Wi1Qiui *i

Q^u04.

(Here wl, ..., wi are distinct variables not' occurring in sp. For i = 1 the
condition is that Q1ul be effectively convergent in sp.) We define 2e,o(L) (1IeO(L))
as 2n(L) (1In(L)).
Our previous 2n(L) (1Ie(L)) are, in this notation, 2e,1(L) (1Ie,1(L)). Roughly
speaking, the concept of he",J(L)(#e",f(L))means that the effective convergence of
the outer quantifieris also carried inside to a depth of j alternating quantifiers. For
a fixedj this hierarchyshares with the 2?e-hierarchythe same elementary properties
such as closure under conjunctions, disjunctions and bounded quantification, the
effect of negation and others. We get:
Randomness in the sense of [Sc] is e ,2-randomnessfor the case of worlds that
are infinite binary sequences, a probability that is a Bernoulli distribution (with a
recursivep) and Lo whichis a language of Peano's arithmetic.
The concept of [Sc] can be generalized in other ways. For example, consider
Ha-tests Vusp such that Pr(Vu < k (o) is a recursive real-valued function of k (this
implies also that the test is 1Ie).For n = 2, Lo = language of Peano and Pr recursive, these coincide with l72,2-tests. The coincidence breaks down for n > 2 and
the relation between the passing of all these tests and le,2-randomness is not
clear. It appears, however, that the notions of llH,2-test and le,2-randomness
yield better insight into the situation. The relation between randomness in the
sense of [ML] and randomness in the sense of [Sc] (in Schnorr's terminology
between hyperrandomnessand randomness) is seen as a special case of the relation
between Nel and le,2-randomness. A noneasy generalization of a result of
Schnorr shows that le,2-randomness is, in general, strictly weaker than 2elrandomness.
Various easily established inclusions hold between the 2Je(L) and 1IJ(L)
classes (all modulo the identification of equivalent formulas): n < n' and k >
(and n,k C n',k'); 2n,k C "n?+,k+l and "nk C _n+1,k 1 (by
nk
nk
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adding a left-most alternating quantifierwith a dummy variable); Se,* C
k+2j
and ne,k C f
k+2
len
C
(by adding 2j alternating dummy quantifiers);
C
and
(by
adding
alternating
dummy
quantifiers
between
j
Inn
In+jn+j
Hn+jn+j
the right-most and the S0(L) matrix). These imply trivial implications between
the corresponding concepts of randomness. The general picture is, however, far
from clear.
The notions of [ML] and [Sc] employ 21(L0)-describablesequences of open sets
(where Lo = language of Peano's arithmetic); randomness is defined as not belonging to intersections of such sequences of a certain type. A scale of randomnessnotions can be based on describable sequences of open sets as follows:
Say that a world w is On-randomif it does not belong to any intersection of open
sets niEN A(i) whose probability is 0, where (A(i))i is a 27-1(Lo)-describable
family. Say that w is Oe-random if it does not belong to any intersection of
this form for which there exists a recursive g, such that g(x) -+ oo as x -+co and
Pr(fi<kA(i)) < g(k)-1. Here we assume n > 2.
02-randomness is the same as 22-randomnessand O0-randomnessis the same as
12-randomness(i.e. le,1-randomness); because if sp(u)E21(L) then (Mod(Vu < i p))j
constitutes a 21(L0)-describable indexed family of open sets, and every descending 271(LO)-describable
family of open sets can be given this form. Also,
l2e-randomness can be characterized by adding a requirement on the indexed
families which serve as tests. The situation is not clear if n > 2. (For the tests of
the form nfA(i) can be representedas lnl-testsbut not vice versa.) If the probability
is Jl-definable then again 2"-randomness and O-randomness are equivalent and
so are 2ne-randomnessand Oe-randomness.This follows from Theorem 4.3. We do
not know whether, for J1-definable probabilities, In,2-randomness can be characterized in terms of the describable open-sets scale. Attempts to find such a characterization lead to certain open questions but we shall not go into it here. There
are situations in which the open-sets scale is the more convenient one.
The relative strength of variousnotions of randomness.If O' Z 0 then 0'-randomness implies 0-randomness. It is to be expected that, as we increase the class 0
along some natural scale, randomness becomes strictly stronger; e.g., there are
27,-randomworlds which are not In,-random if n' is sufficiently larger than n.
This is indeed the case, but we have to make a certain assumption concerning Pr.
To see that an additional assumption is necessary suppose that the empirical part
consists of one monadic predicate P and that Pr(P(i)) = 1 for all i E N. Then
Pr({wo}) = 1 where wo is the world in which P is interpreted as N. Hence w is
{VvP(v)}-random iff w = wo and the same is true for every 0 which contains
VvP(v) as a member (or which contains all sentences P(i)). In general, if Pr({w}) > 0
then w is random for any concept of randomness. This indicates that when comparing various notions such worlds play a special role.
DEFINITION.A world w is a discrete point (of the probability Pr) if Pr({w}) > 0.
Evidently the set of discrete points is countable. If A c ModL is a Borel subset
then Pr is discrete over A if Pr(A) = 2WEAPr({w})> 0, where the summation is
over all discrete points in A. Pr is discrete if it is discrete over ModL.
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The following two easy observations are essential.
(5.5) If Pr is J4-definable, n > 1, then there is a JIf(L)-formula0(u) such that
Mod(ck(i)) = {w: Pr({w}) ? l/i}. Consequently the set of all discrete points is
definedby 3ub(u) and is 1,+1(L).
(5.6) If w is a 4,-world, m ? 1, then there exists a JIm(L)-sentenceso such that
Mod(p) = {w}. If w is not a discrete point then Pr(ep)= 0, implying that w is not
,m-random.
PROOF OF (5.5). It is easy to see that Pr({w}) 2 e iff Pr(p) 2 e for every elementary sentence sp such that w E Mod(p). This means that {w: Pr({w}) 2 l/i} is
defined by the condition:
Vap[ip is elementary A True(p) -+ Pr(p) 2 I/i] where True( ) is a 31(L)
truth definition for elementary sentences. Since Pr is Jo-definable, the relation
{(ip, i): sp-elementary,Pr(p) ? l/i} is 14(L0). Hence the condition is formalizable
by a 1If"(L)-formula.
PROOF OF (5.6). If w is a J4-world then for every empirical predicate R we have
a J(L0)-formula 0b such that w 1= Vu(R(u) 0-* b(u)). This formula is ffm(L).
A similar Ilm(L)-sentencecharacterizesthe interpretation of any empirical function
symbol. The finite conjunction of all these sentences is a Ilm(L)-sentencethat defines
{w}. Q.E.D.
Putting together (5.5) and (5.6) with Theorem 4.8 we arrive at the following
argument. If Pr is As-definable let a be the 27,+l(L)-sentence that defines the
set of discrete points. If Pr is discrete then Pr(a) = 1 and the set of discrete
points is the set of all {a}-random worlds. Since every discrete point is 0-random,
{a}-randomness is the strongest randomness that we can have. Once 0 includes
a there is no further strengthening of 0-randomness. If Pr is not discrete,
Pr(-i a) > O and --C- is I1,+1(L). If m > 2 then m + n-1 2 n + 1; hence by 4.8,
the intersection of all 7m(L)sets of probability 1 with Mod(-- a) contains a
Am+3n-2-world. By definition this world is 4.-random. Since it is not a discrete
point it is not 2m+3n-2-random.Thus, for each m > 2, Cm-randomnessis strictly
weaker than 7m+3n-2-randomness.
Instead of la we can use any Im+nl(L)sentence 0bsuch that Pr(ob)> 0 and Mod(ob)contains no discrete points. Hence
if we have such a 0bin JI,(L) the conclusion holds also for m = 1, and if we have
one in fIf_1(L) the conclusion holds for m = 0. All in all we get:
THEOREM 5.7.

Let Pr be Js-definable, n > 1. Then:
(i) Pr is discrete if there exists a E 27,+i(L)such that {a}-randomnessis equivalent
to L-randomness(i.e., with respect to all sentences of L). In this case a world is
L-random iff it is a discrete point.
(ii) If Pr is not discrete then for every m > 2, there exists a T4-randomworld
which is not T4+3U-2-random.
(iii) The conclusion in (ii) is truefor m = 1 or m = 0, provided that there is a
fIn+.m-(L)-setof positive probability containing no discrete points.
Question. Is (ii) the best possible result for n > 1? That is to say, is 3n - 2 the
smallest increase necessary for strengthening 4.-randomness?
Note that the world that we get in (ii) is J.+3n-2. It is conceivable that a different
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a better estimate. Using a different, more complicated, argument, one can
improve (iii) by replacing the requirement that Mod(ob) contains no discrete
point by the weaker requirement: for every elementary sp,Pr is not discrete over
Mod(obA SD). This can be further relaxed, but we do not know whether the
nondiscreteness of Pr is sufficient by itself. For 4j-definable probabilities we
have:
THEOREM5.8. If Pr is Aj-definable and not discrete, then for each m > 3 there
exists no universal fN-test. This is also true for m = 2 or m = 1, provided that
there is a ffmi-(L)-set of positive probability that contains no discrete points.
REMARKS.If there is no universal fm-test, where Pr is 4j-definable and m > 2,
then 2m-randomness is strictly stronger than he-randomness; for otherwise the
universal Ie1-test(which exists by 5.1) would also be a universal Nm-test.Combining this with Theorem 5.7 we see that, for z1-definable Pr's and for m 2 3, Ie randomness is equivalent to 2m-randomness iff Pr is discrete. We know by 5.2
that for m = 1 the two notions are equivalent. This leaves m = 2 as the case
where the result does not settle the question completely. If Pr is discrete then we
have a universal ff2-test, but this need not be equivalent to the universal I2e-test
(we have not checked this thoroughly but apparently examples of such discrete
Pr's exist). We do not know if for nondiscrete Pr's the claim of the theorem can
be extended to m = 2 or m = 1 without additional assumptions. But as in 5.7,
using a more sophisticated argument these assumptions can be improved in the
same way noted in the remark to 5.7.
Note also that the theorem implies that for 4j-definable Pr's there is, in general,
no universal ff-test, i.e., 5.1 cannot be extended to m = 1.
PROOF OF 5.8. Let a be the 22(L)-sentence which defines the set of discrete
points. Let Vuob(u) be a fN-test where 0be 2mi_(L). Then Pr(3u-ib(u)) = 1;
hence Pr(-- a A 3u--1b(u)) > 0, implying that for someti, Pr(-- a A -i0(i)) > 0.
If m > 3 then, modulo equivalence, --a A - 0(i) E Nfmi,(L). By 4.7 there is a
Im-world,w, satisfying -a A
b0(i). There is a ffm(L)-sentence'p such that {w} =
Mod('p). Since Pr({w}) = 0, sp is a Nm-test. Evidently Mod(op) t Mod(Vuob).
If m = 1 or m = 2 use the same argument with -a replaced by A, where E
Nfmi,(L), Pr(p) > 0 and Mod(A) has no discrete points. Q.E.D.

We conclude this section with some results proved recently by Gaifman concerning the concepts of Martin-L6f [ML] and Schnorr [Sc]. The proofs shall
not be included here. Recall that for 4j-definable probabilities, le?+,-randomness
implies In-randomness.
THEOREM. Let Pr be Jj-definable:
(I) If Pr is not discrete thenfor m > 3 there is a Cm-randomworld which is not
le +,-random.
(II) The same holds for m = 1, 2, provided that there is AE Nfmi,(L) of positive
probability such that for each 'p E 2o(L), Pr is not discrete over Mod(p A 'p).
The proof is totally different from the previous ones. The world is no longer
obtained as an arithmetical world on the corresponding level. A variant of the
method also proves:
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Pr be 41-definable:
(I) If Pr is not discrete and m 2 3 then there exists a fm,2-randomworld which
is not 24,1-random.
(II) The same holds for m = 2, provided that there exists P E l1(L) of positive
probability such that for all spEiJo(L), Pr is not discrete over Mod(p A 'p).
THEOREM. Let

Schnorr [Sc] has shown that there are hyperrandom sequences (i.e., random
in the sense of [ML]) which are not random in his sense. Thus he has proved the
special case where m = 2 and Pr is a Bernoulli distribution over binary sequences
with p = - (in which case there are, of course, no discrete points). His proof
uses martingales and the method is extendible to any recursive p e (0, 1). But,
apparently, there is no generalization of it to arbitrary 4j-definable Pr's. Indeed,
the proof of this theorem rests on a different approach. The construction is not
at all easy.
Randomnesswith respect to a family of probability distributions. As explained
in the introduction, there are many situations in which we are not asking whether
certain empirical data is compatible with a particular probability distribution,
but whether it is compatible with a certain type of distribution, e.g., is this binary
sequence a typical case of Bernoulli trials (where the probability, say of 1, is
left unspecified)? In general, let Pr be a family of probability distributions. To
say that a world is possible, or random, with respect to Pr is to say that there
exists Pr E Pr with respect to which the world is random.
Let (. . .) be a notion of randomness. Say that a world w is ... .
random with respect to Pr, or Pr, ( ...) -random, if there exists a probability Pr E
Pr such that w is (Pr,(... ))-random.
DEFINITION.

Here the notion (...) can be Q-randomness, where Q is either some fixed set
of sentences or a set that depends on the probability such as Ie or se,2. Thus to
say that a world is Ie-random with respect to Pr is to say that there exist Pr E Pr
such that w passes every test which is J1nwith respect to this Pr.
The definition uses existential quantification over the probabilities in Pr.
Usually this is second-order quantification, for Pr can be naturally parameterized
by a real number or by a real vector. For example, a Bernoulli distribution is
determined by the value p, say of getting 1; consequently Bernoulli, (.. . .)-random
is the requirement that there exists p E [0, 1] such that the world is (Prp, ( ...))random, where Prp is the distribution determined by p. Or a finite-state Markov
process is determined by a real matrix; so again the condition is that there exists
a real matrix such that .... The problem of Pr,(... )-randomness is to dispense
with the second-order quantification and to characterize the notion by means
of sentences in L:
Does there exist a set 0 of sentences of L such that Mod(0) consists exactly of
all Pr, ( ... )-random worlds?If so, find a 0 which is as simple as possible, in particular, one which is definable in Lo.
Equivalently, the problem is to find a set of tests 3, as simple as possible, such
that Pr, (... .)-randomness is characterized as the passing of all tests in ?I.Observe
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that if Mod(q) includes all Pr, (... .)-random worlds, then Pr((p)= 1 for all Pr E
Pr. Hence, in looking for a characterizing set 0 we should restrict ourselves to
sentences whose value is 1 under all Pr E Pr. (Equivalently, the tests should have
value 0 for all Pr E Pr.) Now let Q be some class of sentences in a natural hierarchy,
such as 27(L), including also cases where the class depends on Pr, such as 2e(L)
or 271,j(L); so in general, 2 = Q(Pr). If w is Pr, Q-random, then, for some Pr E
Pr, w satisfies all sp E Q(Pr) such that Pr('p) = 1. A fortiori w satisfies all sp E Q*,
where, by definition, 'P E Q* 4Df for all Pr E Pr, 'p E Q(Pr) and Pr('p) = 1. But,
on the other hand, there is no general reason why the satisfaction of all 'p E Q*
should imply the existence of Pr E Pr such that w is Pr, Q(Pr)-random.The problem
of characterizing Pr, Q-randomness by a set of sentences of L-in particular,
the question whether Q* is such a characterizing set-has been posed by Gaifman,
who has proved positive answers in the case where Pr = Bernoulli (i.e. family
of Bernoulli distributions over {0, 1}N) and Q = 2ne(L),n > 2, or Q = 12,%AL).
(Recall that 2ne(L)= 2el(L).) Furthermore, in these cases one gets a simple
characterizing set of sentences which is a subset of Q*, definable in Lo. Using
this one can construct a single sentence 'p such that Mod('p) is the set of all Bernoulli, fne(L)-random worlds (or Bernoulli, 27,2(L)-randomworlds). Hence the
hypothesis that w is Bernoulli, 2ne(L)-random(or Bernoulli, 127,2-random)is expressible in L and, given some a priori probability distribution, is itself accorded
a numerical value. We present the results without proofs. Prp is the Bernoulli
distribution with the parameter p.
THEOREM. For

n > 2 the following are equivalent:
(I) There exists p e [0, 1] such that w is 2ne-randomwith respect to Prp.
(II) If (A(i))Qis a 2n-,-describable family of open sets such that Prp(ni<kA,) <
2-k for all k and all p E [0, 1] then w o nieNAi.
(III) If Prp (Vu < kb(u)) < 2-k for all k and all p E [0, 1], where 0bE I7-l(L),
then w 0 Mod(Vuob(u)).
Evidently, 2-k can be replaced by g(k)-1, where g is any recursive function
tending to oo. Thus, (III) means the passing of all Hn-testsin which the convergence
to 0 is at some recursive rate which is equally good for all p e [0, 1]. It means
the satisfaction of all 2ne(L)-sentencesin which the convergence to 1 is at the same
recursive rate for all p e [0, 1]. Obviously these sentences belong to Q* (Bernoulli)
for the case Q = 2ne(L).If p E [0, 1] is not a recursive real then Prp(a), as a ranges
over elementary sentences, is not a recursivefunction; however, SuppE0,1Prp(a) and
InfP,[0,l]Prp(a)are recursive functions. From this it follows that if A is a formula
of Lo which describes an open set AA, then SupP,[ol]Prp(AA)and InfpE[O,1]Prp(AA),
as A ranges over Tm(LO)U Ilm(Lo),are Jm+i(Lo)-functions. Using this we can
enumerate on the nth level a family of fIf(L)-tests which characterizes Bernoulli,
Ine-randomness.We can piece them together, as in Martin-L6f's construction,
in order to get one universal test; so we get:
For n > 2 there exists a ln(L)-formula 'p such that Mod('p)consists of all Bernoulli,
he-randomworlds.
In [ML] Martin-L6f defines Bernoulli sequences (i.e., sequences random with
respect to Bernoulli) as sequences that pass all Bernoulli tests, where these are
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defined as recursively enumerable families U = (Ud)iENsuch that U0 =) U1
*
each Uj is a set of finite binary sequences, and for all i, n, k, Uj(n, k) has < 2-i(n)
members, where Uj(n, k) = set of all sequences with an initial in U, which consist
of k 1's and n - k O's.He argues intuitively in favour of this definition. Yet, once we
have a notion of Prp-randomness, the notion of Bernoulli randomness is already
determined, with no extra definition: w is Bernoulli random iff it is Prp-randomfor
some p E [0, 1]. It is far from clear that this notion is characterized as the passing
of all Bernoulli tests. One can, however, show that the passing of all these tests
is equivalent to the passing of all tests of (II) for n = 2. So, using the theorem, one
concludes that Martin-LUf's definition does in fact define the desired notion, given
his previous definition of randomness with respect to specific Bernoulli distributions.
With respect to Bernoulli, 127,2-randomness
the result is:
THEOREM. Thefollowing are equivalent:
(i) For some p E [0, 1], w is Prp,12e,2-random.
(ii) If (A(i))j is a family of open sets such that Prp(ni<kAZ) < 2-kfor alip E [0, 1]
and all k and if, furthermore,for all i, Ai = UjAj,j, where (At,)j,j is a z1(LQ)-describablefamily of clopen sets (i.e., each Ai,j is a finite union of basic sets) such that
IPrP(ni<kAi)- Prp(ni<kUj<IAi,)I < 2-1for allpe[O, 1] and all k, 1,then wo nfA(i).
(iii) If 0(u, v) E 2o(L) and we have Prp(Vu < k3vob)< 2-k and there exists a
recursive g such that g(x, y) -+ oo as y -+oo and, Jor all p, IPrp(Vu< k3vb) Prp(Vu< k3v < 1Ob)I< g(k, l)-1, then w 0 Mod(Vu3vob).
In [Sc] Schnorr modifies Martin-L6f's notion of Bernoulli tests and obtains a
more effective notion which he uses in order to define his version of Bernoullirandom sequences (in his terminology: Zufalsfolgen). This definition corresponds
to his version of Prp-randomness,for p = I (or where p is recursive). As in the
previous case his definition can be justified by the theorem, for one can show its
equivalence to (ii). (In [Sc] a partial justification is given by showing that for a
recursive real p E [0, 1] the Prp-random sequences in his sense, i.e., the Zufallige
folgen, are exactly the Zufalsfolgen in which the relative frequency tends to p.)
We do not know whether the last theorem holds in its general version for n > 2.
In this version 2,2 is replacedby 2n,2 in (ii) 41(LO)is replaced by An_1(LO)and in
(iii) - Co(L) by 2n_2(L). For n > 2 the relations between the three conditions are
at present unclear. (It seems that the generalized (ii) characterizes what can be
described as Bernoulli, QOe,2-randomness,a notion formed by using the "open scale"
mentioned earlier.)
on
Results similar to the last two theorems can be proved for certain subfamilies
of Bernoulli distributions of the form {Prp:p E X} where X c [0, 1]. For example,
the results are true if X is any interval (open, closed or half-open) with recursive
endpoints. These analogous theorems are obtained by having, everywhere,p range
over X instead of over [0, 1]. The results obtain also for Bernoulli distributions over
., k {0,
}N, where k is fixed.
..

The concept of randomness with respect to a family of distributions opens
several interesting broad lines of investigation. Of what other natural families of
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probability distributions is it true that Q* characterizes randomness? Markov
chains with a given fixed number of states seem a natural candidate.
We conclude by pointing out the program of investigating the notion of randomness for various natural families of distributions and trying to characterize
them through tests. With respect to the particular family Bernoulli, the questions of characterizing 27,-randomnessand, in particular, 22-randomness remain
open.
Randomworlds and testing procedures.Recall that a testing procedure t is a function from sentences to sentences and that for w E ModL, 1(w, n) is the outcome of
the first n + 1 tests obtained by carrying out procedure t in the world w, i.e.,
i(w, n) = i(w, n - 1) A Dp(w,n) where (p(w,n) is either t(t(w, n - 1)) or its negation, whichever holds in w. In ?2 we have seen that if t is a.e. separating then, for
almost all w, Pr(oIi(w, n)) -+ [0](w), for all sentences 0b,where [0b](w)is 1 if w 1= Sb, 0
otherwise. Say that a testing procedure is definableif it is definable (as a function
from G6del numbers to Godel numbers) by a formula of Lo. If t is definable and
all sentences t(a) are of bounded quantifier depth and if, furthermore, Pr is definable, then for each 0bthe statement that Pr(obIi(w,n)) -% [0b](w)is expressible by a
sentence in L. If t is a.e. separating this sentence has probability 1. Consequently
all (Pr, L)-random worlds satisfy it. Vice versa, if for all 0b,Pr(obli(w,n)) + [nb](w)
then w must satisfy all 0bof probability 1 (for Pr(ob)= 1 implies Pr(obji(w,n)) = 1
for all n). Hence we get:
THEOREM. If Pr is definableand t is an a.e. separating definable testing procedure
whose values are sentences within some fixed li(L), then the (Pr, L)-random worlds
are exactly those that satisfy Pr(obji(w,n)) -+n [(0](w)for all (0.
Each of the two assumptions that Pr is definable and that t is definable is essential. If either is dropped one can construct a counterexample to the conclusion.
(We leave these constructions as exercises for the reader.) But we do not know
whether the additional assumption that the values of t have bounded quantifier
depth is essential, and we pose it as a problem.

By checking carefully the level at which we get a sentence asserting that
Pr(obji(w,n)) -+n [(W), one can arrive at the following estimate:
Let Pr be Ak-definableand let t be an a.e.-separating testing procedure definable
by a 2j(Lo)-formula,such that t chooses sentences from fj(L). Then in order that
Pr(oblt(w,n)) 'n [V](w)be truefor all 0 e Jm(L)it suffices that w be 21-random,where
1 = Max(k + m, k + i + 1, j).
We omit the details.
On the other hand, the argument given before shows that in the converse direction, if Pr(obIi(w,n)) -+n [M(w) for all 0be 2m(L), then w is 2m-random,without any
assumptions on Pr and t. We do not know whether, for the nontrivial direction,
Max(k + m, k + i + 1,j) is the best possible estimate and we pose it as a problem.
In particular, we pose it for the case where Pr is 4j-definable and where t tests
all atomic sentences in some fixed recursive order. In this case the maximum is
simply m + 1 and the question is whether 2m-randomnessis sufficient to ensure
Pr(obIi(w,n)) -n [V](w)for all 0be Jm(L).
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Appendix.
PROOF OFREMARK (II) TO THEOREM3.3. We construct a 4"-definable Pr such that,
for all m, Pr is not 4m+n-1 over 2m(L). For n = 1 this is true for all Pr (cf. Remark
(I)). Assume n > 2. We construct Pr so as to have the following property: With

every 0(v) in Lo a formula 0(v) in L can be associated such that Vv(q(v)0 (v))
has probability 1 and 'p E 27m+n(Lo) 0 e 2'mi+(L), 'p E JZm+n(Lo) 0 E lfm+i(L).
Now take 0p(v)E 2?m+ni(Lo) which is not equivalent to any Jlm+"_i(Lo) formula.
Then {k e N: PrQ0(k))2 I} is not J'm+ni(Lo) (because PrQ0(k))? j I
(k)).
Since pE 2m(L), Pr is not 4m+n-i over 2,m(L). To construct Pr take r(u, v) E
T,,_1(Lo)such that every p(v)E2T_1(Lo) is equivalent to some r(i, v). Let R(u, v) be
an empirical predicate. Define Pr so that Pr(R(i, j)) is 1 or 0 according as r(i, j) is
true or false. This condition is recursive in {(i, i): I=r(i,i)},hence Pr is dn.(For the
conjunctions of basic empirical sentences not containing R use an arbitrary 4,definition.) Let <vo, . . ., vi-1> be the term describing the encoding of j-tuples. If
r( (v0, . *., vj-,>)
(PvO, ***,vj-,) ne2_1(L), let i be such that k='p(vo, . . ., vj,)
and let 5(vo, ..., v-1l) =Df R(i, <vo, ..., vj-,>). Extend the definition of 0 to
higher levels by putting (3iuo) =Df 3u(0), (Vi4'P) =DfVu(O). Instead of a 2-place

empirical R we could have used a 1-place predicate for we can employ a coding of
pairs.
PROOF OF REMARK (III) TO THEOREM3.3. Given n ? 1 we construct a An-definable

Pr which is not An-l-definable such that, for each m, Pr is Jn over 27m(L)if m < n
and is JIm+l over Tm(L)if m > n. This is interesting only if n 2 2, for if n = 1
take any A1(Lo)-definableprobability that cannot be defined by a Lo-formula with
bounded quantifiers. So let n > 2. We shall choose Pr as a conditional probability
where Pr, is a certain J,-definable probability and 0bis a certain fixed
Pr,( 1kJ)
sentence
such that Prl(ob)> 0. By 3.3, Pr1 is dn+l over Tm(L). From
In-l(L)
Lemma 3. 1(ii) it follows that Prl(plIP2) is Am+1 over {(qii, (P2): P1, (P2 e Jm(L),
Prl('P2)>O}. Hence, Pr is J.+, over 2m(L) where m'=max{m, n- 1}. In particular, over all m' < n, Pr is An. It remains to fix Pr1 and sbso that Pr is not An-1definable; this is the main point of the construction. We take Pr, as the Lebesgue
measure over the infinite binary sequences, where these are the worlds of L. (With
no loss of generality we can assume that the empirical part consists of one monadic
predicate, for if there are others, extend this probability in any arbitraryA1-definable way.) For every finite binary sequence s = so, ..., sj_1 let [s] = set of all
= Si, i = 0, ...,
j - 1, and let [s] = USEs[s]. Construct a
sequence so, ..., Si ... of finite binary sequences such that length(si) = 2(i + 1),
[si] n [s,] = 0 for i # j and {sj: i e N} is In-, but not l4"-i. Let

s' e {O, 1}N such that s'

S = {s: 3ieN([s]

c [si])}.

Then S is seen to be
but not "n_-, Prl([S]) = 4 + 6 + * = 4 and for
s 0 S = Prl([s] n [si) < 4 Prl([s]). It follows that, for
each s of even length, 2n-,
each s, s 0 S - Prl([s] n [Si) < ( + +1) Prl([s]). Hence s e S 4 Prl([s]I[S])
? 3 Prl([s]). This implies that Pr1(
Mod(b) = [S] (cf. 4.2).

l[S]) is not Jn-1

Take 0be 2ln(L)
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